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PREFACE

In the Soviet Union Maxim Gorky has become the object of un

critical devotion. His works receive loud, ritual praise and his

position in the history of Soviet literature is assured. The Soviet

reGime links his name with its policies and hails him as the "perfect

revolutionary", "builder of the new Soviet culture" or Ilpioneer of a

new proletarian literature". He is saluted as the epitome of what a

Soviet writer should be: a person conscious of the social prohlems in

his environment, employinf, literature as a weapon in the struf,~le to

overcome them.

The usual preface to a criticism of his works is an ode to the

mighty proletarian writer who hridged the two epochs of Russian literature.

This is generally followed by an account of his role and work in Soviet

society as editor of the Marxist journal Novaya ZhiznI, literary editor

of Pravda, contributor to Lenin's newspapers, organizer of the First

Conf,ress of Soviet Writers and delegate to the Fifth Congress of the

Social Democratic Party.

Soviet literary criticism of his works tends to be saturated with

idolatry. His works are looked at from the Marxist point of view and

within the context of "socialist realism", with emphasis laid on their

political content and social message. The personages of his works are

discussed mainly as types, representatives of particular classes of

society.
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A sharp contrast to the vast amount of criticism in the Soviet

Union, is the lack of contemporary literary criticism in English on

Gorky's works. Surprisingly his reputation outside Russia, while

accepted, has not led to many detailed examinations of his works.

This thesis is an investigation into one aspect of Maxim

Gorky's early writinf,s the portrayal of women. My aim is to de-

lineate the roles played by female chAracters in the structure of nine

of his early short stories (1892-1899) and in some of his novels written

during the period 1899-1911.

Ali quotations from Gorky's works are taken from Sobranie

Sochineniy v Vosemnadtsati Tomakh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo

Khudozhestvennoy Literatury, 1960-1963. The Volume and Page Numbers are

given in the footnotes.

The system of transliteration is the one used by D. S. Mirsky in

his: A History of Russian Literature •. Edited and abride;ed by Francis J.

Whitfield. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., n.d. The conventional

"Gorky" will be retained throughout rather than "Gor'kiy".

I am most grateful to Dr. L. J. Shein, Chairman of the Department

of Russian, for his advice and encouraf,ement during my year in the

Faculty of Graduate Studies. My thanks to Dr. C. J. G. Turner, Assistant

Professor, for his valuable criticism.
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CHAFfER I

A GALAXY OF PORTRAITS

Gorky's short stories from the period 1892-1899 present us with

a galaxy of colourful portraits such as var,abonds, ~ypsies, fishermen,

bakers and prostitutes. An important characteristic of Gorky's treatment

of women in this period is that he is not content with describinr, one

type; the female characters of the early short stories range from decrepit

old women to vivacious, robust YOlln~ girls, each of whom must he con-

sidered in her own right. We have chosen to discuss the following

female personages: .Izergil' of Starukha. Izer~il', Natasha of Odnazhdy

osen'yu, the widow of Zhenschina s golubymi p,lazami, the pawnhroker of

Idilliya, Varen'ka of Varen'ka Olesova, .Tereza of Boles', Matryona of

SuprugiOrlovy, Mal'va of Mal'va, and Tan'ya of Dvadtsat'shest' i odna.

We will examine aspects such as: their significance to the story, their

role in the hero's life, the hero's attitudes and reaction to them, as

well as recurring character traits and situations that arise. It is

difficult to avoid the summarizing quality in the discussion since

Gorky rarely gives a complete picture of the female personage or the

aspects that we have outlined above at the point when the woman is in-

troduced into the work -- they emerge from a chronological account of

events.

• •
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The first female character to be discussed is the heroine of

Gorky's autobiographical story, Starukha Izergil'. As the old ~101davian

woman sits with the youth and relates to him the adventures that have

coloured her life, she acquires living traits of personality. The com-

patibility between her and the youth establishes an intimacy in which

the reader is invited to share. The scene is set with clearness: a

beautiful Bessarabian night in the'grape-picking-season provides a suit-

able background for an -account of the old woman's romantic escapades.

Through the descriptions of the woman's physical appearance, her

lifeless eyes and wrinkled skin, Gorky impresses upon the reader the

horror of old age. When we first see Izergil', ~e see only a withered

old woman. But as the story unfolds and we return once more to the days

of her youth, she b~comes alive and her personality and~emotions become

so vivid that we forget that it is an old woman reminiscing.

Izergil's personality dominates the account: by describing her

former lovers and affairs she reveals aspects of her own nature. Her

descriptions of her lovers are in sharp contrast to the initial portrait

drawn by Gorky of her as merely a withered woman. By nostalgically re-

calling ~he kisses she bestowed, her past happiness and popularity, she

shows herself to he of -a sensitive, and passionate nature. Izergil's

words are full of love and warmth. Emerging as a woman of such deep

passions, she reminds us of Maryanka in Leo Tolstoy's The Cossacks.

It is interesting to trace the change in her attraction and

attitude to men. The impressionistic pictures of the lovers that she

presents us with are indicative of her own personality. At first

I
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Izergil' is e~sily infatuated by handsome stron~ m8n ~nrl she rec~lls e~ch

lover's appearance, character and moods. Her first lover, n fisherman,

she recalls with all the romance of a youn~ girl's first love. His

daring and masculinity are the thin~s which cling to her memory. The

mood of the portrait, as she recalls him, smiling at her on a sunlit

day, is untinged by sadness: it is rather one of happiness and exhilaration.

Her next lover, the red-haired Hutaul, she admired greatly for his stren~th.

But as a young girl is captivated first by physical appearance and later

by wealth and position, so Izergil' changes. She now becomes readily

attracted by status and mood. Recalling the Turk in whose harem she had

lived as a wealthy hut pompous man, she shows herself to be more aware

of human vices. However, later when she falls in love with a handsome,

arrogant nobleman, she is willing to follow him even though she realizes

that he is false and cruel. Izergil' is a romantic at heart and she

still lives with .the memory of her past popularity. :The turning-point

in her life comes when she, who had con~uered men's hearts so easily

must face the shame and humiliation of being deceived by her lover. It

is to be noted that even after such an encounter she did not become

bitter. The details of her subsenuent life after her encounter with the

nobleman become obscured. It is as if after her disillusionment her life

had lost the fire of youth and left few memories.

The portrait of Izergil' that Gorky leaves us with -- an old,

shrivelled woman, reminds us of one of the first pages. But now it is

much more. Through Izergil's account Gorky has aroused in us feelings

of sympathy for a·woman who is just as much a shadow now as are her



former lovers. By stressing what she formerly wns in contrast to what

she is now, Gorky points to the sadness of old age. As previously

mentioned it is her own account and the variety of emotions she expresses

that makes her cling to our memory as a real live heing •

• • •

Izergil' had happy memories of her youth. At one point in her

life she hecame, from necessity, a prostitute. But she dismissed this

lightheartedly. In the following two storip.s: Odnazhdy osen'yu and

Zhenschina s golubymi glazami, Gorky examines the question of prostitution

which has only been hinted at in Starukha Izergil'. Through the portrayal

of Natasha and the widow (she is never referred to by name), Gorky reveals

why some women were forced to sell themselves, "their attitude to their

"profession" and its impact on their lives •

• •

In Odnazhdy osen'yu Gorky describes a single incident from his

youth: his first encounter with a prostitute. A dismal, rainy day forms

an appropriate background for the meeting hetween the lonely and starving

youth and an equally lonesome girl, Natasha. Gorky introduces the young

girl by focusing on her physical appearance: the picture of a bruised

and frightened girl arouses our interest. When Natasha relates to Gorky

her experiences with men, the degradation she suffered, she shows her-
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self to be like I~ergil' in that she is easily fascinated hy handsome,

strong men. But Izergil's account is devoid of bitterness. Natasha,

however, aware of men's haseness, feels only scorn And ~ontempt. But

unlike Izergil' she is helpless before their cruel abuse. Natasha's

account of the humiliation she had suffered from the man she loved is

sharp and resentful and reveals to Gorky a side of life unknown to him.

Despite her hitter experiences, however, the girl has not lost all

feelings of pity and compasion when she caresses the lonely young boy.

As a fictional character, Natasha does not exist outside of her

bitterness toward men and her role as the youth's comforter at a time

when he desires human warmth and companionship. The encounter with a

woman who bestows kisses and asks nothing in return recurs throur,hout

Gorky's work. Gorky, like his later heroes, is grateful to the woman for

her kindness. He later attempts to find her and offer his help in return

for her generosity.

The portrait of Natasha, abused and 0corned by men, points to

the misery of a prostitute's life. And at the same time, as Gorky him

self states, it is strange, in view of her reckless, bitter words that

she still is willing to love a man. Both Natasha and the youth's circum

stances effectively illustrate the loneliness and misery in life. A

realization of a prostitute's misery plants seeds of bitterness in Gorky's

soul, and he becomes aware of the sordid aspects of life. Just as in

the autobiographical Starukha Izergil' Gorky, through a woman's account

of her past, became more conscious of the sadness of old age, so here

he is awakened by an account of the degradation a prostitute must face, to
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a realization of the tragic aspect of life •

• •
f

We are never told why Natasha hecame a prostitute. In the case

of the widow of Zhenschina s goluhymi ela~ami we know from her own words

that she must become a prostitute to be able to support her two children.

Central to this story is the police officials (Podshyblo) reaction to

the widow, who comes to his office in order to enquire ahout the procedure

for becoming a prost.i tute.

We catch only glimpses of the woman throu~hout the story since

the focal point of Gorky's account is Podshyblo, who is both attracted

ann repelled by the blue-eyed, attractive woman. ThrOllf,hout the story

he struG~les to overcome his feelings and only at the end does his

attitude toward the woman change completely. At first he is repelled

hy her, as ·is. evident in his conversation with the widow and immediately

antagoni7.ed by her mater-of-fact approach, her frank admission that she

will become a prostitute. He finds it difficult to believe that she, a

mother with two children, has chosen prostitution as the solution to

her financial difficulties.

When the widow emerges briefly as a proud, independent woman,

the man is further antagonized since to him she is merely another

prosti tute. But she lacks the customary manner of the streeh/alker,

carries herself too proudly and treats prostitution with an almost dis

dainful attitude. Podshyblo's anger and malice is vividly captured after
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the scene at the tavern when, secinR the widow quarrelling with another

prostitute who had inS\llted her by calling her nn ordinary ~treetwDlkcr,

he desires to break the woman's spirit and hurt her. Gradually, however,

his attitude changes, accompanied by the realization that she is too

proud and thus cannot be reduced morally to the level of a streetwalker.

But the real turning-point in his attitude comes only towards the end,

when he sees her at the quayside with her two shabbily dressed children.

Gorky's impressionistic picture of the widow as a gentle, tender

mother recalls the old woman in Idilliya. Underlying the widow's portrait,

we sense the author's great respect and admiration for a woman w 0 de-

votes her life to the welfare of her children. As yet, however, we catch

merely a glimpse of these maternal instincts. They are ~lrther developed

and culminate in the portrait of Pelageya Nilovna (Mat') whose feelin~s

are dominated by maternal love.

I

r

• •

In Idilliya Gorky once more looks at life in retrospect this time

now through the eyes of an old couple who own a pawnbrokers business.

Like Izergil', they are surrounded hy memories of the past and live their

lives almost over, as an old couple would, recalling this past. The

setting that Gorky paints, a stifling, overcrowded room, is appropriate

to their dull, routine life. The point of interest in the story is the

couple's deep love and devotion to their children, whose photographs are

for them the most valuable objects in the room, their sole comfort, and



topic of conversation. When the business of the day is over, they turn

to fond recollections of their children and express pleasure that they

have lived up to their parent's expectations.

The portrait of the wife mnkes a much more definite impression

on us than that of the husband. The initial picture of her, taking care

that her husband is accurate with the accounts, is thDt of a shrewd,

business-minded woman. Later this is confirmed in her own words re-

vealing her attitude to their business and customers. Although she is

tolerant and understanding with her clients (she often extends their

credit), she is equally aware of human treachery and therefore keeps

herself well-informed of the financial circumstances and whereabouts of

each client. It is to be noted that Gorky lets the old woman speak for

herself, thereby emerging as a v.ivid and credible person.

The initial picture of the old woman disappears, when we see her

attention focused on the photographs of her children; Just as Izergil'

becomes alive when she recounts her youthful adventures, so the old woman

becomes transformed when she glances at the photographs of her children.

In place of the business-minded woman emerges a tender, loving ~other

whose sole concern is her children's welfare. Even in the face of her

husband's anxieties that their business is suspected of being conducted

in an illicit fashion, she rationalizes that such suspicions are more

than balanced by their children. Declaring that their lives have been

spent in rearing children who will serve God and the tsar, she states

her argument in simple words:

•

r
t
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«Hy, pa~H HHX MN H COrpemHM,

TaK, ~a~, He BO rpex 6y~eT 3aQTeHO.

B~KapM~HBaR, ~YQKOB ~a 60~bHX KOpOBOK

. 1
K~roeT, - TaK-TOCR •••

The final picture of the woman that Gorky draws kneeling before

the icons, and praying for her children's happiness is vivid and credible

in view of what we know of her devotion to her children. Gorky captures

her anxiety and concern briefly ~lt poi8nantly:

«CTOR aa Ko~eHHX rrepe~

3a~~aHCb, rrpepNBHCTO merrTa~a C~OBa

CBOHX MO~HTB:

-- ITOMorH efi, rOCrrO~H, CoxpaHH

ee, MH~oCTHBNfil»2

It is noteworthy, for purposes of later comparison to marriages

depicted in SUpru8i Orlovy or the novels which will be discussed in

Chapter Two, that the pawnbrokers' marriage is devoid of malice or abuse.

The wife is definitely the dominating personality. Her hu~band, full of

respect and admiration for her, holds all her su~gestions and decisions in

1M• Gorky, "Idi11iya." In Sobranie Sochineniy v Vosemnadtsati
Tomakh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo Khudozhestvennoy Literatury,
1960-1963, Vol~ I, p. 303.

2Ibid ., p. 304.
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high esteem. Having a common interest, (their children) ;mel a purpose in

life, working to support them, unlike the marriages in his later novels,

theirs is indeed an idyllic one, based on mutual trust and respect.

Gorky's vivid impressionistic picture of the tender mother kneeling

before the icons and praying for her children contributes to the gentle

and melancholy tone that permeates the story •

f

... ... ...

Different in tone from any of the previous stories and certainly

from the melancholy Idilliya is Gorky's story, VRren'ka OJesovR, Gorky

tells of a strange and interestin8 incident. While visiting his sister's

summer cottage, a middle-aged professor, Ippolit Polkanov falls in love

with a young coquette, Varen'ka Olesova. The hero's feelinrr,s, the doubts

"and anxieties of his first encounter with love, are ~entral to the story.

Varen'ka, in turn, is portrayed as she is seen by Polkanov who views her

with the exhileration and passion of first love. It is to be noted that

Varen'ka's personality does not undergo any sir,nificant change, whereas

Ippolit's attitude toward her changes rad~cally (cf. Podshyblo's attitude

toward the widow.)

Varen'ka is described before her appearance in the novel by

Polkanov's sister, Elizaveta as an extremely charming, vivacious and

popular girl. Polkanov immediately places himself on guard, determined

not to succumb to her charms. At the same time, he builds up his own

image of Varen'ka, as that of a crude and vulrr,ar coquette. Gorky stresses
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this w~ry mood so that we too are led to exper.t Varen'kD to he a seductive,

~'ssjonate woman. The first impressionistic picture of th0. pretty und

p,ood-natured girl is effectively drawn against a romantic hack~round of

sunlit days and the beauty of the forest. Varen'ka emer~es (in her

initial conversation with the professor) as a frienrily and light-hearted

girl. lie is immediately drawn to her, but his attraction is min~led

with shame and guilt. Also Varen'ka's lighthearted und egotistical

approach to life as she states that she is concerned only for her own

welfare shocks him. Yet he is cautivated hy this very naive simnlicity

and nnturalness, a welcome contrast to his sister's artificiality and

philosophizing.

Varen'ka has a strange, complex effect on Polkanov. She makes

him feel young and alive, but as the formerly conservative professor

takes in every detail of her physical appearance with delight, he feels

embarrassed andash~med of his feelines, which makes this first love all

the more realistic. Her moods are changing and unpredictahle; he is

never sure of her real feelings. In an attempt to conceal his passion

for her, the professor engar-es in lengthy discussions on life, justice

and equality. Varen'ka's attitude to life appeals to him and soon he

begins to see himself as her teacher and guardian. The thought of taminG

the girl's impulsive nature and moldine her into a mnture individual

becomes his goal. However, Varen'ka's words/as for example her dislike

of Russian literature and disdain for the Russian peasant as expressed

in the following words:
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3HaIO He xy)Ke IDe. OHM He YMeIOT

BN~YMNBaTb HM~ero MHTepeCHoro,

M Y HMX nO~TM Bce npaB~a••• H

He ~I06~IO qMTaTb 0 My)KMKax: qTO

MHTepeCHoro B MX )KM3HM? H 3HaIO

HX, ~HBY C HHMll H Bxmy, ~TO 0 Hax

nMmyT HeBepHO, HenpaB~Y. OHM

npOCTO no~~~e, HM COBceM He 3a qTo

)Ka~eTbo OHM TO~bKO O~Horo M XOTHT

-- Ha~YTb Bac, yKpaCTb y Bac qTO

HH6Y~b~K~HH~aT Bcer~a, HOIOT,

3
ra~KMe, rpH3HNe •• $»

and her actions, her tertsing, playful behaviour during their canoe trips

characterize her as an immature, naive f,irl. She does not once give an

indication that she is interested in Polkanov's attentions. Varen'ka

merely regards him as a refreshing novelty after the many boring suitors

whom she had encountered.

When, in the final scene, the professor, seeing her naked body,

hattles with his instincts but dares to approach her, her reaction a-

ppears to he one of surprise and confusion. Somehow we feel that even if

she were aware that he was attracted to her, she did not realize the

3M• Gorky, "Varen'ka Olesova". Vol. II, p. 18-19.



seriollS conse<1uences her flirtation would bring.

Gorky ends the story abruptly with her anery outburst. followed

by gentler rebukes as Polkanov is left to suffer the fate of unrequited

love. In the light of what we know of her eGocentric nature and naivety,

we think of her as an immature, but natural person. Her outstanding

traits appear to be vivacity and a light-hearted approAch to life.

Therefore, we find it difficult to think of her (on the hasis of Gorky's

presentation) as anything but a carefree and immature girl and certainly

we do not see her, as Filia JIoltzmann does, as a woman of exceptional

integrity who towers above her environment.

*

The popular twentieth-century theme in literature of "illusion

and reality" (for example Tennesee William~ play The Glass Menagerie)

is found in Gorky's short story Roles'. Once more Gorky portrays a

prostitute, only now the woman, Tereza, seeks refuge for her misery and

loneliness in a world of illusion as she invents an immaginary lover,

Boles', and asks a young student to write letters to him for her, as

well as replies from him. The student's feelinGs and reactions to the

encounter with this prostitute are central to the story. As in many of

Gorky's stories, the man's attitude to the woman undergoes a radical

change~

In painting an initial brief sketch of the woman's physical

appearance as with Izergil', Natasha, and Varen'ka, Gorky concentrates

It
I
!



on the man's reacti ~o her. Tereza's harsh Dlcial fnatures nnrl, her

14

passionate glance fr. Lens the young student. hen we are first introduc~d

to write the letters to Boles', inwardly he mocks her e1de~ring words.

to Tereza, we see 'r as he does -- an ordinary streetwalker. Aereeing r.
The letters are not those he would expect of a streetwalker: they betray

feelings of tenderness thnt he can hardly credit in a prostitute. It is

noteworthy that the student from the beginnin~ finds it hard to helieve

that she can have a real lover. Therefore he writes the letters with an

amused air of smugness and condescension.

Tereza, who emerges through the dialogue as a F,entle ~nd sensitive

person, is enerossed in her world of fictitious correspondence. Roles'

for her is more than a figment of her imagination. Thus, when the world

she had come to believe as existing is shattered by the student, she is

numb and helpless before his accusations. Tereza, like Laura of Tennessee

William's play The Glass Menagerie, is presented suddenly with the UGly

truth. She is left to face reality

letters from him.

there is no Boles'; there are no

Tereza's awakening to reality arouses compassion in the student

who hegins to see the woman in a different light: she is a lonely and

miserable human being. And indeed, as she states, her dream, although

unrealizeable, harms no-one. It would have been interestin~ to see more

emphasis placed on developing Tereza's personality, giving the reader a

view of her feelings and emotions. The impression we are left with is

that Gorky is interested not so much in Tereza herself, as in the general

effect the encounter had on the student -- who became aware not only of
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his opinionated attitude townrd women of loose morals, hut nlso of the

misery and loneliness thnt prostitutes are faced with, a side of life

unknown to him; cf. Odnazhdy osen'yu.

*

In the followin~ story, Suprur,i Orlovy, we are presented once

more with a woman who leads a sad, miserable existence. Matryona Orlova,

the heroine of the story, has a dreary, monotonous life as the wife of a

young shoe-maker who, driven to alcohol by the futility (the couple is

childless and has no common interest or ~oal) and poverty of their life,

finds an outlet for his frustration in beating his wife.

Matryona is characterized through her words and actions. When

we first meet her, she is a miserable and suffering woman who seems to

exist only as a target for her husband's anf,er and abuse. Unlike the

previous stories, Gorky does not focus in detail on her physical appear-

anoe. It is rather her emotions (first as she apprehensively awaits her

hushand's return from the tavern and later as she rebukes him gently) that

are stressed and ~ive us the first clear picture of her as a loving,

obedient wife. Gorky portrays her at first-merely in relation to her

hushand, as existing solely as the object of his lust. Matryona, strangely

enough, becomes so accustomed to her husband's cruelty that for her it is

a part of the weekly routine and that she anticipates the abuse, knowing

that the beatings will be followed by apologies and kisses. It is note-

worthy that once again as an escape from reality, the wo~an seeks solace

r
t
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in a world of dreams. Matryona finds refuge for her misery in remini-

scences of the past and dreams of a hetter life in the future. But

whereas Tereza's dream was unrealizable Matryona's does come true when

the couple moves to the hospital and begin a new life as medical aides.

Both Orlov and his wife chan~e, as does their relationship. The

initial and si8nificant change in Matryona, an we see in her attitude

toward her husband, is that now in addition to lovin~ him she respects

him. The relationship between them for a while recalls the harmony of

Idilliya. It appears that a common interest, their hospital work, has

given them a goal and purpose. Gorky captures this chan~e in the Orlovs'

life hy contrasting the harmony and trust characterizing the present

relationship to Matryonais recollections of the chaotic, miserable past.

The change that Gorky portrays in Matryona, however, is too

ahrupt. The portrait of the new Matryona, who emerges as a determined

woman when she angrily curses her hushand's past cruelty, is in sharp

contrast to the initial one of her as a loving, meek wife. Presumably

the outhurst has been motivated by the independence acquired in working

at the hospital, and, looking at her as a woman, we can sympathize with

her fear that Orlov will revert to his former behaviour, but we wonder

if perhaps the change from the weak, passive wife to an independent strong

woman, would not have been more convincing had it been motivated in the

story by a longer passage of time. Toward the end of the story it appears

that Gorky is interested in the effect that Matryona's final decision

l
to leave her husband had on Orlov. In contrast to Matryona who becomes

established as a respected member of the community, Orlov falls into

f
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anguish and despair as he continues to drown his sorrows in alcohoJ.

Matryona's departure increases the already existing feelin~s of dis-

satisfaction and frustration. This situation, where the woman's de-

parture leaves the man depressed and bitter appears to be the pattern for

Gorky's later novels: Foma Gordeev, Troe, and ZhiznI Matveya Kozh~~vakina.

In contrast to the drabness and futility of SupruGi Orlovy is
.,

the optimistic, colourful tone of·Mal'va. Gorky tells of a woman's

'(Mal'va) visits to her lover (Vasiliy) who,had abandoned his wife and

children for the carefree life of a guard, (Ka~aYJIbm;M:K).An interesb ng

situation arises when Mal'va arrives with his son, and the father and

son become rivals for her attention.

Mal'va character emerges from her reactions to this situation,

the various attitudes that the men hewe toward her and the effect she

has on them. The setting is important to the ~eneral tone of the story,

and it enriches Mal'va's portrait. Delineated against the back~round

of a limitless, restless sea, this moody,freedom-loving woman seems to

blend into the colourf~l atmosphere. As in Varen'ka Olesova, the heroine

js introduced before her actual appearance in the story. But here it is

the woman's personality -- her wild and passionate nature that is

stressed. The sketch of the vivacious woman as she is awaited by her

lover, arouses th~ reader's interest:
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06HHMeT ero MRrKHMH pyKaMH, pac~e~yeT,

H 3BOHKO, BcnyrHBaR ~aeK, 3arOBopHT 0

HOBOCTRX TaM, Ha 6epery»4

From the above ouoted passage we see that Vasiliy has hecome

very dependent on Mal'va's presence. She is his sole interest in life

and this is to be noted if we are to understand his later disillusionment.

Mal'va, on the other hand, shows herself to be heedless of public opinion

and remains oblivious to the fact that Vasiliy is embarrassed when his

son, Yakov, arrives. In fact, she treats the situation in an amused,

slightly mocking manner as if well aware of the fact that she is needed

by both men. From her conversation with the father and son it appears

that Mal'va views Yakov's infatuation and Vasiliy's attempts to quell

her independent spirit with an air of indifference. Neither can tame

her wild nature, for, as she proudly states, she helon~s to no-one.

Her carefree spirit and her extemes of exhileration and melancholy

also attract the tramp, Seryozhka. However, his attitude toward Mal'va

is very different from the passion of Vasiliy and his son. Seryozhka

can understand Mal'va's desire to maintain her independence since he

4M• Gorky, "Mal 'va". Vol. II, p. 407.

f
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also is a vagabond at heart. He respects her as a womAn of inte~rity.

Strangely enough, Mal'va leaves the men who need her ano follows the

va~abond, who is also bound to no-one. Vasiliy is overwhelmed hy f,uilt,

his son's presence reminds him of his wife and family and, perhaps

realizing that there is indeed no way to tame the proud, self-willed

Mal'va, he decides to return home to a life of assured stability. When,

at the end of the story, we see Yakov ignored by Mal'va we recall the

fate of unrequited love suffered by Polkanov in Varen'ka Olesova.

As for Mal'va, even though she goes with Seryozhka she remains

in our mind as a woman who is bound to no-one but the sea. She has

shown herself to be too independent to form any sort of permanent ties.

There is a melancholy and sadness in Gorky's description of her parting

with Vasiliy. As she retraces her lover's footsteps, she seems to be

closing a chapter of her life. This is captured briefly but poignantly

in:

«A Ma~bBa m~a R Bce CTapa~aCb

rrorraCTb CBORMH HoraMR B RCH~e

r~y6oKRe c~e~~ Hor BaCR~RR,

OTTRCHYT~e B rreCKe, R, norraB B 3TO~

c~eA, oHa CTapaTe~bHo 3aTHpa~a ero

CBoe~ HorOHo»5

The portrait of the heroine is all the more colourful when the

account is interwoven with vivid descriptions of landscape. It would
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have been interesting if Gorky had given us an inside view of 14al' va's

thoughts and feelings.

* • *

In Dvadtsat' shest' i odna the woman's personality is subdued

in favour of the narratoris thou~hts And feelings. In this nutohio~raphic~l

account Gorky paints a realistic picture of the hard, dull life of

twenty-six bakers. We are presented with the situation thnt arises when

the lonely men turn all their attentions to a pretty young seamstress,

Tanya, whose visits hri~hten their cheerless days in the dRrk gloomy

cellar. Gorky shows how the men come to worship her and how eventuRlly

their exalted idealization merely brings unhappiness.

We know of Tanya only indirectly from the narrfltor's description

of her, as a happy, good-natured v,irl. Gorky focuses not so much on her

personality as on the effect her visits have on the men. Tan'ya's

visits to the hakery are brief~ her words are few and she appears and

disappears unaware of the effect her presence has on the men. In order

to understand, however y why the bakers place Tan'ya on a pedestal and

worship her, we must also take into account their feelings. These men

are lonely, and desparately want to love and adore someone. This

solidarity of desire is stated by them with simplicity and force:

«va.HaM HY~HO 6~~o ~TO-TO

~ro6HTb: M~ Ham~H ce6e GTO H ~ro6H~H,

a TO, ~TO ~ro6HM M~, ABaA~aTb meCTb,
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KaK Hama CBRTHHR, H BCRKH~, KTO

H~eT npOTHB Hac B 3TOM, -- Bpar

Ham. Mil nro6HM, Mo~eT 6HTb, H He

TO, ~TO ~e~CTBHTenbHO xopomo, HO

It is noteworthy that this ador~tion and idealizAtion of Tan'ya

is in sharp contrast to the men's ~eneral attitude toward women. Jf,nored

by their neighbours, the seamstresses, they"are bitter and resentful

of all the women except Tan'ya. She Acknowledges their presence with a

smile and a friendly word and for this, they are grateful.

Tan'ya becomes a personification of the beauty, love and happiness

that they desire. They too, like Tereza of J~les' live in a world of

illusion. Into Tan'ya they plnce all their cherished ho~es and dreams

they consider her to be a para~on of virtue. A picture of the twenty-six

men who build up an image of the young girl and proceed then to test their

idol's faithfulness and strength, her-resistance to a soldier's charms

is a pathetic one. When Tan'ya succumbs to the soldier, and thus fails

to live up to their idealization of her, the men are faced with the truth:

they have been worshipping an idol.

Tan'ya emerges briefly in the final scene as a proud girl, when

she retorts an~rily to their curses and crudeness. This is the only time

6
M. Gorky. "Dvadtsat shest' i odna". Vol. II, P' 407.
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we are shown her feelin[Cs, and it is rather unfortunate that Gorky did

not delineate her feelin~s and reaction to the men's adoration of h~r.

This situation, in which a woman is adored and worshipped hy a man, looked

to for solace and comfort, is further develop~d and recurs throllp,hout

the novels which will he discussed in the following chapter.

* * *

In his early short stories from the period 1892-1899 Gorky hlends

realistic observation with romantic elements. "Realism" accordine to

Gorky's definition in his series of articles on Soviet literature, is a

truthful and unvarnished presentation of people and their conditions of

life. The works which we have discussed are more than this -- they are

naturalistic in that they present the sordid aspects of life: poverty

(Suprugi Orlovy), malice (Zhenschina s goluhymi glazami, Boles'), and

prostitution (Odnazhdy osen'yu, Roles', Zhenschina S Rolubymi ~lazami).

However, they are also romantic in that they are colourful (esp. Mal'va,

and Starukha Izergil'), rich in descriptive detail (Varen'ka Olesova)

lyrical in tone (Boles'), and present us with a range of emotions, as

for example in Ma]'va where we have feelings of happiness and exhilaration

mingling with melancholy and sadness.

It is noteworthy that in the portrayal of the female characters

there are definite recurring motifs and patterns. The motif of a woman's

suffering, misery, and loneliness runs throughout Suprugi Orlovy,

Odnazhdy osen'yu, and Zhenschina s eoluhymi glazami. In delineating the
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woman Gorky often presents static, impressionisti.c raintings of her at

the beginning and end of the story. In Suprllp;i Orlovy, and Zhem;chinF.l s

golllbymi glazami the two portraits, at the ber;ioninr; Bna end, are con-

siderably different. In such cases the change is paralleled hy a change

in the man's relationship with or attitude to the woman. Encounters

with streetwalkers leave men sadder hut wiser. Love for an independent,

proud woman is never realized (Mal'va, Varen'ka 01esova) and (Dvadtsat'

shest' i odna).

The sad note on which all of these stories en~also permeates

Gorky's novels: Fema Gordeev, Troe and ZhiznI Matveya Kozhemyakina.

We now turn to consider the role of the woman in these .works.



CIlAPrEH II

WOMEN IN SUPPORTING ROLFoS

Gorky's novels'; Foma Gordeev, Troe and 7.hizn' t atvey<.:

Kozhemyakina are similar, in that the protaF,onists of these works are

sensitive, lonely men who seRrch for a meaning and ~lrpose to their

life. Foma Gordeev, the hero of Gorky's first novel, feels oSllienated

from the merchant class into which he was born. The protaf;onist of

Troe is a pedlar, Il'ya Lunev, who aspires to rise ,qhove the poverty of

his environment. In ZhiznI Matveya Kozhemyakina a wealthy merchant is

hored hy an inactive life in a remote town. Gorky skillfully recreates

the character of the Russian merchant in his decay.

Both Foma Gordeev and Troe end on a sad note, as the stru~gling

misfit is eventually crushed by his environment. Gordeev is declared

insane and, after several years in a mental asylum, wanders about aim

)essly, mocked by all as the village idiot. Il'ya Lunev had committed a

murder in order to achieve his goal in life. When, in the final scene,

he confesses his guilt, he is pronounced insane by the very society of

which he had longed to be a part. Lunev dies in a desperate attempt to

escape the punishment he dreads. ZhiznI ~1atveya Kozhemyakina, however,

ends on an optimistic note as Matvey Kozhemyakina, before his death,

finally finds happiness and peace of mind.

25
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It is noteworthy that the childhood of these men was devoid o~ a

mother's love and affection. Foma's mother had died shortly "fter givinr;

birth to the boy, and the orphaned lad hAd heen reisen, even durino; his

father's life, by his eod-father, Mayakin. 11'ya Lunev had been taken

away from his widowed mother at an early age, and his childhood ~nd

adolescent days were spent under the supervision first of his un~le

Terentiy and later of an old rag-picker, Yeremey. Matvey's mother had

disappeared withou~ trace when the boy was seven years old. Presumnbly,

the loneliness and dissatisfaction that plaeue the heroes throu~hout

their lives are due to the absence of motherly love. This, at least is

what wOllld appear from the way in which they turn to women for comfort

and sympathy. In fact their mood varies accordine to the amount of solace

they receive.

The female characters that we are about to discuss serve to

illuminate the personality of the protaeonist. Althou~h their portraits

tend to cline to our memory as, on the one hand, the women who love and

comfort the hero and, on the other hand, those whom he admires and de

sires hut is unable to approach, we will consider each of the women as

individuals rather than as types. Each of the female characters

selected for discussion will be considered according to her relation to

the protagonist and the role that she plays in his life. Gorky develops

the individuality of the prota~onists and shows aspects of their

personality hy exposing them to a series of. women. In these works there

is an almost automatic senuence of encounters with women •

..
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We have chosen to focus discussion on nine womAn: !~laveya,

Sasha, Sof'ya Medynskaya and Lyuhov' Mayakina of Foron Gorneevj Olimpiyada,

Tat'yana Avtonomova and Sof'ya Medvedeva of Troe; and the stepmother

Palaga, and lw~eniya Mansurova of Zhi7,n' Matveya K07.hemyakina •

• • •

Foma Gordeev's first encounter with a woman recalls the incident

in Gorky's autobioeraphical shQrt story Odnazhdy osen'yu •. Once more

a prostitute approaches a lonely youth, offers him her love and then dis

appears from his life. As in the short story, the incident awakens the

youth to an awareness of sex, but the feelings and emotions which are

merely hinted at in the story are presented in Kreater detail in this

novel.

As in the short story, the youth meets the prostitute by chance

at a time when he is lonely and starved of affection. In addition to

this Foma wants to assert his strength and his superiority over the crew

of his father~s ship. The prostitute Pelageya seems to be the solution.

We are not told if she is aware of the change in Fama as he hecomes aware

of his physical passions. The initial lust is min~led with shame and

~uilt. But at the same time Foma's timidity dissipates and the reali

zation of his virility fills the youth with confidence. As we see in

his smug assertions of superiority in a conversation with the ship's

captain, his confidence borders on arroeance.

Pelageya emerges as a gentle and tender woman, as she breaks



the initial awkwardness of their rneetine with words to soothe the lad's

loneliness. She shows herself to he sensitive to any si~ns of reject-

ion. When, Foma, overwhelmed with shame, orders her to leave, she obeys

him. 'l'he prostitute is hurt by his anf,ry outhurst, hut she accepts his

apologies and justifies her tears by stating simply that she is saddened

hy the thought that her youth is over.

Reminiscing about her youth, Pelageya recalls old Izergil' re-

latinf, to Gorky her youthful adventures. In fact, her despondency re-

sembes that of an old, weary woman who has nothing to live for. Hut

the boy's passionate love makes her young and alive. Like Foma, Pelageya

changes as the sensitive, companionless youth arouses her maternnl in-

stincts.

Gorky describes her emotions of passion and motherly concern:

«ne~araH OTHOCM~aCb K HeMy co

BceH CTpacTbro ~ro60BHH~~, C TOH CM~OH

qyBcTBa, KOTOpyro B~araroT B CBOM

nopOH B HeH npo6y~~a~ocb MHoe qyBCTBO,

He MeHee CM~bHoe M eme 6o~ee npMBH3~Baromee

K HeH ~PMY, -- qyBCTBO, CXO~Hoe co

~ro6MMoro CHHS oT omM6oK, HayqHTh

ero MY~POCTH ~MTh.»7

7M• Gorky,.ltFoma Gordeev". Vol., III, p. 56.



The newly aroused maternal instincts appear in her concern for

the boy's future. AdvisinG him to be cautious of hum;m si.nceri ty,

Pelageya also warns him to avoid p;reedy and falGe women. She classifies

herself as a rr,ood, light-hearted woman who loves and asks nothing in

return. And yet she is aware of the fact that for a woman like herself

marriage and happiness are improbable. Pelarr,eya rcali7.es that Foma's

passion and infatuation will pass tlnd dismi.sses his proposal of marrinr;e

gently but firmly. However, her refusal plants the seeds of bitterness

and resentment in Foma's soul. For him, Pelageya had come as a blessjnf"

a gift of fate; her departure leaves the youth resentful and confused.

Pelageya's prediction that Foma would be attracted to several

women proves to be true. Soon after the encounter with the prostitute,

he becomes attracted to an older, married woman -- Sof'ya ~1edynskaya.

As in the short story, Varen'ka Olesovn, the woman is descrihed hefore

her appearance in the novel. Mayakin resents her influence on Ignat

Gordeev, Foma's father, and conse~uently curses her as a vulgar coquette,

yet in her presence he is charming and flattering.

Foma is immediately attracted by Sof'ya's charm and grace. Her

warm, sympathetic words at the time of his father's death comfort and

reassure the lonely hoy. The ideali7.ed image he builds around her as a

parap;on of virtue, grace and wisdom becomes for Foma a means of escape

from his own alienation and insecurity. He feels. awkward and·inferior in

her presence, but through her he hopes to acquire confidence and a sense of

dignity. These emotions experienced by Foma recall his initial awkward

ness in the encounter with Pelageya.
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As he admits later, he looked to Sof'ya for ~uidanc0 an~ hop~d to

better himself by associatine with her. Sof'ya, 0 the other hand, od

mits to Fomn that she fincls his naivety :1nd sincerity <l refreshinp; chanrre.

But her feelin~s are devoid of passion and she proves to he unattajnahle.

Antagonized by her rejection of his love; Foma tries to hurt er with

slander. Her reaction, a cold frRnk admission tbAt she does deceive her

hushann, surprises him. He had expected her to pleFJd to be forgiven And

had in fact visualized himself as her saviour.

It is noteworthy that Sof'ya, like Pelageya, feels it necessary

to offer the boy her advice. She urges Foma to enjoy life to the fullest,

and advises him to be more confident of himself and heedless of public

opinion. Yet her rejection of his love dissipates what little confidence

he has. His image of Medynskaya as the stronghold in his life crumbles

when she, like the majority of the people in his environment, laments the

cruelty of fate. Foma was tired of hearing the endless complaints about

the boredom of life. Irritated by her rejection and frustrated by his

inability to approach her, Foma finds solace in a prostitute by the name

of Sasha.

We are not told of their meeting nor of his initiAl reactions

to the woman. When we see them tOf,p.ther, we are immediately aware of

the contrast between her and the other two women, Pelaf,eya and Sof'ya.

Sasha emerges as an egocentric woman, whose proud and independent nature

immediately att~acts Foma to her. I~r haughtiness is in sharp contrast

to Pelaf,eya's tenderness and Sof'ya Medynskaya's gentle, refined manner.

We expect Foma to be antagonized by her biting, sarcastic remarks. But



Sasha is ahrupt and ruele only with others i with Fomn she is fri.enrlly [-mel

pleasant. It is to he noted that her pride, self-confidence nnd independ-

ence -- the qualities he admires, are the ones he himself lacks. For

Foma, Sasha becomes a symbol of stahility in a world of uncertainty and

chaos.

Foma had not questioned the other women about their past. When

he asks Sasl~ to relate the story of her life, she refuses to do so,

retorting angrily that there is nothinf, to tell.. When the question of

her morals arises, she is quick to defend herself. Her angry words,

'"revealing bitterness against men,recall those spoken by Natasha in

Odnazhdy 08en'yu.

To Foma's disappointment, Sasha, unlike the other women, neither

pities him nor comforts him. lie has chan~ed, and now his mind is occupied

with metaphysical problems. Sasha, he had hoped, would help him to

reason out the prohlems, and reach a definite solution. B\lt she has

learned to accept life without o,uestioning its meaninf" and Foma's

endless questions depress her. She remains indifferent to his pleas to

comfort him, and therefore when she leaves him Poma is not sad. The

escapades with Sasha have offered him only temporary relief -- now he is

lonelier than ever.

Sasha, like the other women, offers Foma her advice. AlthouSh

she encourages him to acquire self-confidence, she is familiar with his

moody nature and therefore warns him not to allow himself to be over-

ruled by his emotions.
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The moody and restless nature that Sasha det0<:ts in him prevAnts

Foma from hecoming friends with Lyuhov' Mayakina. He i~) altr:)cted to

her, but at the same time he is antar,onized hy her condescendinf, manner.

Lyubov' is a part of the society to which Foma is unable to adapt and

which he therefore resents. His awkwardness in her presence parallels

his emharrassment in Sof'ya Medynskaya's company.

Lyubov' is like Foma, in that she too is strivin~ to find a

purpose to her life. Bored and oppressed by the inactive life she leads,

she finds refuge for her loneliness in the world of literature. Thlt

this relief is only tem~orary, for she soon becomes aware of the contrast

between fiction and reality. Fomp.'s r:ontinual questions and his restless-

ness make her aware of her own instability and misery. Foma, on the

other hand, enjoys seeing Lyubov' dejected -- it gives him satisfaction

to know that someone else is unhappy. But unexpectedly Lyubov's fortune

changes, when she finds sympathy and attention, the things she has

yearned for, in the journalist Ezhov. And, furthermore, her brotter's

return. home and reconciliation with their father ~ive Lyubov' reason to

be optimistic. With her withdrawal into the now closely-knit family

circle, Foma, feeling himself excluded from their household, has no-one

to turn to.

Women in whom he had placed his trust, to whom he had ~one for

solace, had appeared and disappeared from his lif~, merely leaving him

more bitter and dissatisfied.

• ... •



In Troe we are presented with the rlspirutions i1nd dr0;\m;; of :;

man who, depressed by the poverty of his environment, looks to women

for confidence and aSHistanc:e in achievinp; his p;oaJ. i%en Tl'ya Lunt;v

meets the prostitute Olimpiyada, he is in low spirits. Once more, as

in Odnazhdy osen'yu and Fama Gordeev', we are presented with a situation

where a prostitute approaches the man C1nd loves him without askinfj any-

thinp; in return. Once more the man admires the woman and is grateful for

her selfless love. As in Foma Gordeev, the man is attracted to the wo~an

by the very qualities which he himself lacks. 11'ya is attracted not

only by Olimpiyada's physical heauty, but also by her proud and independent

manner.

The prostitute is frank with him, admittinF> to him that it was

the desire for money that had driven her to prostitution. Her hopes of

starting a respectahle life are admired hy 11'ya, who himself dreams of

someday becoming a respectable shopkeeper. It would seem that this common

bond of striving to attain something better,' would serve as the basis for

a stable relationship. However, Olimpiyada continues to benefit from the

generosity of a wealthy merchant, Poluektov, whereas Lunev remains faith-

ful to her. Resenting the merchant's wealth and security and overwhelmed

with anr,er at Olimpiyada, Lunev murders the merchant.

It is interestinp; to note thnt the si.tuation changes after the

murder. Up to now, Olimpiyada has been the stronF>er, domineer in .

personality and Lunev has been very dependent on her. Now, afraid for

herself and dreading the thought of becoming involved in a murder case,

she becomes dependent on I1'ya. Her fear e;ives him the satisfaction of



being her master. It j.s Olimpiyada who needs constant reassurance that

she is loved and needed. Their affair becomes tumultuous, alternatin~

between mutual accusations, rebukes and passion.

Il'ya, tormented by the instability of his relationship with

Olimpiyada, finds comfort in the attentions of his landlady -- a married

woman, Tat'yana Avtonomova. He sees her as the epitome of a faithful,

devoted wife ~nd admires what app~nrG to be an idyllic marriage. He

considers it a privilege to converse with an educated and refined lady.

Once more we are presented with e;ratitudc on the man's p.:'J.rt for the

woman's attentiveness. Rut Tat'yana is subtle, and only after she wins

11'ya's admiration for her does she approach him and provoke him to lust.

We find the airs of modesty and humility thnt she assumes for

the purpose of attracting attention amusing. Her eloquent claims of

devotion to lofty ideals are a sharp contrast to the vain flippant tone

in which they are spoken. For example, when asked how she would spend a

large sum of money, she tries desperately to camouflar,e her vanity, hy

saying:

«--A R O@ Tor~a e3~H~a B KP@M,

Ha KaBKa3, a 3HMOH 3ace~a~a O@ B

oo~ecTBe norre~eHHR 0 oe~HMX.

CmH~a o@ ce6e ~epHoe cyKoHHoe n~aTbe,

caMoe CKpOMHoe H HHKaKHX yKpameHliH,

KpoMe 6pomH C pyOHHOM H cepe~eK li3

~eM~yra. H ~HTa~a B «liHBe» CTHXH,

B KOTOP@X O@~O CKa3aHO, qTO KpOBb

H c~e3@ 6e~H@x oopaTRTCR Ha TOM
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CBeTe B ~eM~yr R py6HHH.

--il, THXOHhKO B3~OXHYB, OHa

3aKJIIo~aJla:

8
--Py6HHH y~RBRTeJlhHO H~YT 6pwHeTKaM ••• »

Ill'ya admires Tat'yana's husband, and the thouGht of hein~ dis

honest with him torments him all the more because he has accepted his

offer of financial assistance. The thought of his passionate affair with

Tat'yana arouses shame and euilt. Tat'yana, however, treats the situation

very lightly, justifyine herself by the fact that many ~rried women in

town carryon affairs.

Consequently, Lunev's image of Tat'yana chnnGes, and he sees

he for what she really is a ~ippant and shameless coquette. At this

time he becomes interested in another woman, Sof'ya Medvedeva, his errand

boy's sister. In contrast to the passion that he felt for Olimpiyada

and later Tat'yana, his feelings for Sof'ya are devoid of lust. In fact,

the serious, aloof woman is a welcome relief to the ar,gressive and shame

less Tat'yana. Again it is an admiration for the woman's pride that

attracts Il'ya to her.

Softya is unlike any of the above-mentioned women. She ignores

the man, and it is this aloof and withdrawn manner that interests him.

Il'ya hopes to find in her a friend and' confidante. But she lives in a

world of her own and, saturated with literary heroes such as Don Quixote,

she is preoccupied with notions of self-sacrifice and devotion to

8
M. Gorky. "Troe", Vol. III, p. 364.



the welfare of mankind. ll'ya, himself an avid reader, is ea~er to dis

cuss his views with her, but Sof'ya's attitude to his ea~erness is abrupt

and cold.

When ll'ya sees her kind and ~entle attitude toward the prostitute

Masha, his hopes rise, and they are further stren~thened when she apolo~ises

for her rudeness. Ilowever, it appears that 80f'ya is not interested in

his feelings and thou~hts. Masha's case (she had been sold into marri~Ge

and has fled from her crude and drunken husband) interests her, as does

the prostitute Verka's situation (she is to stand trial for theft). A

wakened hy these situations to a realization of the corruption and in

justice in life, 80f'ya uses ll'ya as a target f~r her hitterness and

anger. denouncing him as a representative of the merchant class that,

according to her, is to blame for the evil and sordid conditions in life.

Helpless before her accusations, Lunev still attempts to establish

friendly relations with her. Although she does apologize for the second

time for her abruptness, she does not appear to be interested in est

ablishing any kind of friendship. ll'ya, repelled by Tat'yana's shameless

advances and resentful of Sof'yas indifference to him, is, like Foma

Gordeev, overwhelmed with a desire to revenge himself for the humiliation

he has suffered. Tat'yana becomes his victim, as in the final scene

11'ya reveals to her husband and friends the truth about their relation

ship.

Troe ends on a pathetic note as ll'ya admits to his guilt and

in an attempt to escape kills himself. Women, to whom he had looked for

stahility, had disappointed him: Olimpiyada had left him; Tat'yana
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proved to be shallow and hypocritical, and Sof'ya had rej0cted even his

friendship.

* * *

ZhiznI Matveya Kozhemyakina focuses on the eelinp; and thouGhts

of a man .,.,1'10 like FomR and Lune'J seClTches for happiness. The narrative

is interwoven with passages from Kozhemyakin's diary, makinf, his person-

ality and his inner conflicts all the more vivid and realistic.

The memory of two women haunts the man to the end of his life.

Once ar,ain we are presented first with an incident that awakens the youth

to an awareness of sex. Whereas in Foma Gordeev it was through a prostitute

that the youth became aware of physical passion, here the youth's step-

mother, PalagA, is the object of his desire.

We find their relationship unusual and sad. Loneliness draws them

together and mutual pity becomes the basis of the friendship. Matvey

feels compassion for the timid f,irl and sh~ in turn pities the lonely

boy who is starved for affection.

The youth is not repelled when he discovers his step-mother's

affairs with Sozont and Savka. Palaga admits to the boy that the other

men are an escape from her loneliness and misery. As she states, Sozont

appeals to her because his imaginative stories colour h~r otherwise drab
~

life; Savka's passionate devotion also brightens her days. Matvey, feel-

ing an obligation to protect her, even helps Savka to escape his father's

punishment.



Gr.qdurrlly his admiration for Pa];)p:a becomes min(~led Vii th p'iGf)ion.

Yielding to her love, the youth, unlike Foma Gordeev docs not acquire

self-confidence. Fear lest hjs father should discover the relationship

between Palaga and ,his son only accentuates his hashfulness and humility.

ITe fears primarily for Palaea's welfare: she has become his Gale comfort

in life and her motherly love has become more valuable to him than his

father's affection. Consequently his father's death does not grieve him

as much as Palaea's illness. His feelinv,s of devotion to Palaga are

poignantly captured in his last~ibute to her; the ~lanting of five birch

trees at her erave.

«3apMnH ee, KaK XOTenOCb MaTBero,

~aneKO OT MorHnM CTapOrO Ko~eMRKMHa,

B rrycTMHHOM yrny Kna~6M~a, OKono

orpa~M, r~e rycTo pocna ~MMonOCTb,

rro6erymKa M TeMHO - 3eneHM~ norryx.

Ha ~eBRTMH ~eHb MaTBe~ caM BMKOCMn

BOKpyr MorHnM copHMe TpaBM, BMpy6Hn

MeCTe nRTb Mono~bcr 6epe3: ~Be B

r.onoBax, 3a KpeCTOM, no O~HO~ C
. 9

60KOB MorHnM M O~HY B Horax.»

9M• Gorky. "Zhizn' Matveya Kozhemyakina." Vol. VI, p. 172.

i
I
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Her grave acnuires a symbolic significance in his life -- in

times of sorrow ann angish the deserted spot hecomes his refuf,e and

comfort. Unlike Foma and Illya, Matvey is rejected and mocked by wo~en

and, unable to find even temporary solace in prostitutes Matvey withdraws

from women and leads a lonely, isolated life. Ilhen, many years later, a

widow, Evgeniya -Mansurova, becomes a tenant in his home, the man is

warmed hy a hope that perhaps she will he a friend in whom he can confide

his sorrow.

As in the short stories, Mal'va and Varen'ka Olesova, the woman

is descrihed ~efore her appearance in the work. Matvey's friend, the

Tartar Shakir, and his housekeeper, Natal'ys, are impressed with

Mansurova's politeness. When Matvey himself meets her, he is immediately

antagonized, finding her to be cold and withdrawn. But as in Troe Lunev

is interested in the serious and independent Medvedeva, so here, Matvey

becomes attracted hy Mansurova's severe, independent manner.

Mansurova, unlike Matvey, is interested in the political life

of the time. Immediately this sets up a harrier which Matvey finds

difficult to penetrate. The woman's constant references to politics,

the fact that she had spend several years in Siberia (her husband had

heen exiled), and her inattentiveness to him -- all this irritates

Matvey, who feels awkward in her presence. Inwardly he curses himself for

not being able to comprehend her words. Yet he admires her, and soon his

admiration turns to love. Her aloofness makes her all the more desirable.

His hopes of securing her love rise when she listens attentively to

his diary notes. But he is mistaken, for to Evgeniya, his notes are

primarily of sociological interest. Emerging as a narodnik when she



declares her faith in the m,.,sses, the Hussian pcasnnts; as the country's

only hope for a better future, Mansufova is continually en~aged in

conversations revolving around topics such as: the purpose of life, the

significance -of fate, the need for a belief in God, or the ner.essity of

inspiring the people to fight to attain freedom. Her lofty aims and

aspirations, as 'we are told by Uncle Mark, also a narodnik, subse1uently

dissipated as she became more aware of the cruelty and bestiality in

life. But, at the time when we see her, Mnnsurova is devoted to the

cause of urging the people on to fight for their rights.

When Matvey approaches her with declarations of his love,

Mansurova states that anything beyond a mere platonic friendship is

impossible. She had foreseen that Matvey might become infatuated with

her, and now blames herself fornot warning him beforehand. Strangely

enough, when Matvey plays on her sympathy and begs for her love, EVReniya,

caught up in the fervency of his passion, yields for one moment to kiss

him. Yet her inherent dignity and integrity do not permit her to be

dishonest with herself. Mansurova's refusal increases his Gense of

alienation, and as the following passage indicates, the thought of a

future without her overwhelms Matvey with a sense of hopelessness:

«0 HeBMHOCHMOM OqeBHAHOCTbID OH

omyma~, qTO 3Ta ~eHmHHa Heo6xOAHMa

eMy H qTO rrpOnaAeT OH 6e3 Hee Tenepb,

KOrAa Ayrna ero BCH rroKo~e6~eHa. ITpHAeTcH

rrbHHCTBOBaTb, rY~HTb, B03HTbCH C npOAa~

H~MH 6a6aMH H BCHQeCKH 06MaHMBaTb ce6H



QTo6N XOTb KaK~HH6YAb YKPHTbCS OT

CTpamHoro O~HHoqeCTBa, BHOBb H

10C HOBOro CH~Oro HAymero Ha Hero.»

Realizing that she will never yield to him, Matvey nevertheless

does not givp. u~ hope and visits her. Mansurova had Jeft the town soon

after her refusal of his love. After the final partinr; he finds

temporary so]ace from his misery not hy seekin~ refuge with prostitutes

as Il'ya of Troe but hy attending meetin~s of the ~odnik group. Given

the opportunity here to express his views, Matvey for a while believes

that he has at last found warmth and companionship. However, he becomes

dissillllsioned again, and once more women are the reason for his de~ection.

At first, when he is encouraf,ed by the priest's wife to court the pretty

widow, Avdotya Goryushina, Matvey's hopes rise, as he visualizes marriage

with the placid, gentle woman. Hurt by her refusal, Matvey seeks refur;e

for his frustration in an affair with an attractive, passionate married

woman, Marfa Posulova. But he is deeply hurt when as he discovers that

she is not interested in him. The affair had been part of a plot

devised by her hushand whereby he could acquire a portion of Matvey's

wealth.

The last woman to come into Matvey's life, the young and pretty

Lyubov Matushkina, proves to be a great help in nursing Kozhemyakin

back to health and out of his gloomy depression. Through her, he estab-

10Ibid ., p. 290.



lishes contact with the outer world, acquires aith in the youn~

generation which is full of hope and optimism for a hetter future. It

is indeed ironic that the gloom and dejection that h~d plavued Matvey

throup,hout his life and had been increased by his unhappy encounters with

women, dissipate only a few moments before his death.

* * *

The female persona~es of the novels discussed ahove have been

treated by us only in relation to the heroes, since the nature of their

portrayal imposes this approach on us. As we have illustrated, the centre

of interest in these works is a male character whose personality and

fate enr,af,es the reader's interest. In the early short stories, Varen'ka

Olesova, Boles', Dvadtsat' shest' i odna, or Zhenschina S Bolubymi

fllazami although Gorky focused on a man's feelings, a woman waR important

and central to the plot. In these novels, Gorky enhances the portraits

of his gloomy, alienated heroes by hrinf,ing in women, encounters with

whom merely serve to increase the frustration and dissatisfaction over

whelming the men. These men have no purpose in life, and therefore find

it difficult to find satisfaction and happiness in relationships with

women.

* • *

It is to be noted that in these works there is an absence of

older women; we recognise, however, traits of Izergil' 's personality in



some of the younp;er women. lIer lust for life a.ppears in hoth ~;asha

and Olimpiyada. The nostalGic reminiscinG tone in which she recMlls

her youth, is very si~ilar to the sentimentality with which the ~rostitute

Pelageya recalls her past popularity.

The prostitutes Pelageya, Sasha and Olimjiyada, like Natasha of

Odnazhdy osen'y11, approach the hero, and offer him their love, <lsking

nothin~ in return. The motherly, sympathetic Pelaceya reminds us of the

kind and gentle Natasha. But Pelageya, unlike Natasha, il3 free of bitter

ness to\~rd men. 8asha's curses remind us of Natnsha's bitterness and

resentment. l:1nternal instincts and the desire to protect the man from

dissillusionment in life appear not only in the prostitutes, hut also in

80['ya Medynskaya and Evgeniya Mansurova, whom the hero desire but finds

unapproachable.

As in the short stories Varen'ka Olesova so in the novels, the

man is attracted to the woman but fears her. The protagonists of the

novels do not resemhle the rational-minded professoG Ippolit Polkanov,

but they are all equally awkward in the presence of the women they ad

mire (cf. Foma's feeling for 80f'ya Medynskaya, Lunev's attraction to

Sof'ya Medvedeva, and Matvey's confusion in Mansurova's presence). The

women who are worshipped by the men (Dvadtsat' shost' i odna, Varen'ka

Olesova) bring only disillusionment and unhappiness.

Like the short stories, the novels are permeated with a sadRess

and futility. They are realistic in that we are presented with a picture

of the sordid aspects of life like prostitution, drunkenness, humnn

malice and cruelty; A sense of despair is particularly noticeable in



the novel Troe where throuv,h the brief r.limpses of women wno are not

intimately involved with the prot~f,onist, we are shown the v,rim side of

life. Verka, at first a light-hearted prostitute, changes into a reck

less and indifferent woman. Financial circumstances drive her to sell

herself and gradually prostitution becomes an ohsession with her, 18:.dinp;

her to theft. She is a tragic figure when, in the finnl court scene,

she can no, lonp;er conceal her anp;uish and hre,ll<s into fiohs. 'l'he crippled

prostitute, Matitsa, seeks refur;e for her loneliness in alcohol. llasha,

the shoe-maker's daughter, becomes the victim of Matitsa's recklessness:

the orphaned girl is sold into marriap,e by the prostitute who squanders

the money on alcohol.

In the novels we are presented with several marriages. In

contrast to the idyllic relationship of the old couple in Idilliya and

even to the devotion of the Orlov couple to each other, we have deceitful,

shallow relationships. Tat'yana Avtonomova, Marfa Posulova, and Masha

Revyakina deceive their husbands shamelessly. Physical passions play an

important part in almost all of the relationships discussed above. In

contrast to this is the love-relationship between the revolutionaries

Pavel and Sasha in Gorky's novel Mat' (1907).

In fact, lJiat' is very different from any of the novels we have so

far discussed in that its protagonist is a woman: her thoughts and

feelinf,s are central to the plot. IJla t', the prototype of socialist,

realism, also introduces a new female personage: the revolutionary.

We turn now to a discussion of this heroine, Pelneeya Nilovna, and her

fellow - revolutionaries.



CIIAP'rER III

NILOVNA AND 'r"HJ~ RP.VOLUTIOfIARIES

The prototype of the heroine in Gorky's novel M~t' was an

jlliterate peasant woman, Anna Zalomov, whom the author knew personally.

The novel i-s based on real events that took place in 1902 in Ni~_~hniy-

Novgorod and the factories of its suburb, Sormov. A youn~ worker, Pavel

Zalomov, began to think for himself and hecame involved in socialist

revolutionary activity. His mother, Anna, volunteering for the tnsk of

distributing pamphlets, helped in her son's revolutionary activity. In

!'1at' Gorky portrays a devoted mothor, Pelaf,eya Nilovna, who realizing

her son's courar,e and integrity comes to side with him and helps him in

his revolutionary work.

Nilovna's personality emerges from a chronological account of

events starting with her son's revolutionary awakening and culminating

in his trial and exile. Gorky shows how the mother's personality de

velops under the influence of the events to which she is subjected and

the people with whom she hecomes acquainted. Discussing this develop

ment, we will focus on Nilovna's relation and reaction to the events and

people in her life. On the basis. of these there emerges a clear, vivid

picture of the protagonist.

Gorky does not give a full description of Ni10vna at the point
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when she is introducerl into the novel. In fact, at the bep;i.nning she

is a shadowy and indeterminate persona~e. Her personality is suhducrl in

favour of a sketch of her rlrunken hraGgart of a husband, 1ikhail Vlasov.

Only after her h~sband's death does she emerRe as a livin~ p~rsonality;

within the context of her relationship with her son. An initial f,li~pse

of her personality is given through Pavel's image of her, based on his

recollections of the past, as a meek And passive woman. When Gorky

lets Nilovna speak for herself she emerges indeed as a timid wom~n as

she accepts her son's abruptness, just as she had accepted her husband's

cruelty and abuse. Rut whereas we know nothing of Nilovna's feelings for

her husband, we see that she is fond of her son and concerned for his

welfare.

Pavel is one of the few personrtges in tvlat' (also Nilovna, Hyhin

Vesovschikov) who is a dynamic character. The main change in Pavel

comes about when he joins the revolutionary movement. We are shown how

it affected Nilovna. The order of the change is presented as it is

perceived by the mother and not as it exists in the minds of Gorky or

Pavel. The outward phenomena are perceived by the uncomprehending and

frightened eyes of a mother who, unaware of the fact that the change in

her son corresponds to his newly acquired interest in the Russian socialist

movement, views it at first as merely a sign of maturity, a t';'ansformrttion

from recklessness and irresponsibility to serious, adult~behaviour. Of

prime importance to her, however, and by this she shows herself to be

sensitive and desiring his attention and respect, is the change in Pavel's

attitude toward her. When his abrupt manner disappears and he becomes



gentle, the mother sees the change in her son as a positive one nn~

is overjoyed by it.

Tf we are to understand Nilovna's later "conversion" to socialism

and have a clear'picture of the relationship hetwenn mother and son, it

is important to note that in the conversation in which Pavel informs her

of his newly aC~lJired interests he sneaks first not of socialism, it aims

and tactics, but rather of evil and injustice in life, phenomen~ seen and

experienced by her. He indiCAtes thereby that he is aViare that, in order

to introduce her to the revolutionary movement and to explain his role in

it, he must first win her Attention by focusing on something she knows

and understands, her own hard, cheerless past. Nilovna on the other hand,

encouraged by her son's sympathy and interest in her life, becomes caught

up in his youthful enthusiasm and dreams of a hetter life. 1t is note

worttty--t-h-a--t-,--ev-eil-t,houg-h ohe-a-s f-rightened and confused hy Pavel's

mention of censored literature and the probability of an arrest, NiJovna

is fascinated by the promises of a better life which Pavel claims that

that socialists will fulfil. Socialism, as he expounds it to her, is a

complex and profound subject. As we are informed by Gorky himself, the

mother is unable to grasp all of his ideas but she begins to worship her

son's wisdom and eloquence.

Gorky adds life and colour to the mother's portrait by descrihing

her moods and emotions against and in harmony with a backf,round of nature.

For example, after the conversation in which Nilovna is first introduced

to the stranf,e new world of which her son is a part, Gorky presents a

vivid picture of her apprehensive mood against the background of restless



and hostile phenomena in nature. A dark, dismal fo~~y dny hlends into

and jncreases the tension that overwhelms the mother when she fears that

her son's life i~ in danGer. Through his laconic description of the

gloomy day and t~e chaotic state of Nilovna's mind, the author mana~es

to erip our imagina tion and to imprer,s upon our mind Nilovnn,' s anxiety.

She is as yet unfamiliar with the revolutionaries but has already pl~ced

herself on the defensive hefore them and ima~ines evil people creeping

around her home. This is described briefly but clearly:

«~HeM Ha Mep3~Yro 3eM~ro B~na~

cyxo~, Me~KH~ CHer, H Tenepb 6~~0,

c~~mHO KaK OH CKpHnHT nOA HoraMH

YX:OAHBmero CbIHa.. K CTeK~aM OKHa

TbMa, Bpa~Ae6HO nOACTeperaR ~TO-

E~ Ka3a~OCb, ~TO BO TbMe co

Bcex CTOpOH K AOMy OCTOPO~HO

HeA06p~e. BOT KTO-TO y~e XOAHT BOK-

il
pyr AOMa, mapHT pyKaMH no CTeHe.»

11
M. Gorky. "Mat'''. Vol. IV, p. 164.



Nilovna's fear of the unknown continues to ~row nnd in fa~t is

responsihle for her initial attitude of hostility toward Pavel's friends.

Her attitude toward theM and her relationship with the other revolutionaries

are interesting in that they further illuminate her personAlity. Rrin~in~

the other nersonages into the novel, Gorky concentrates on the mother's

reaction to them. For example, as evidenced first 11y Gorky's words and

later by Nilovna's suspicious, cold manner, we see that she definitely

dislikes the two revolutionaries, Hyhin and Vesovschikov.

Gorky captures her dislike of Rybin in a passa~e in which he

describes the mother's reaction to a conversation between Pavel and !{yhin.

It is. indicative also of Nilovna's attitude toward her son. When ]{yhin

speaks, her attention wanders, what he says is unimportant to her and

conse~uently for her Hyhin's voice is drowned out even by the smallest

sounds like the cracking frost. On the other hand, Pavel's voice sounds

loud and clear, all other noises seem to dissipate when her son speaks.

It is clear that Nilovna worships her son and dislikes a~d fears anything

that mie:ht be harmful and dangerous to his life. Ryhin's and Vesovschikov's

views do not wholly coincide with those of her son and their restless

cynicism frir,htens her, since she fears that it will harm Pavel. Only

later, when they prove themselves to be dedicated revolutionaries and

when their outlook on revolutionary tactics no longer differs from her. .

son's, does Nilovna's attitude change to one of admiration and respect.

When she first meets the revolutionary, AndreJ Nakhodka, as her

abrupt words and suspicious manner indicate, she is antagonized hy his

inquisitiveness and frankness. Unaccustomed to being among frank and
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friendly people (J ilovna had led a rel~tively isolateo life), she is wdry

of Nakhodka's motives. However, when he turns out to he a ~ood-natured

and polite youth~ her attitude changes. It appears that Nakhodka's

nostalgic reminiscence of his meek and apused mother helps to win

Nilovna's attention and approval. The story reminds her of the miserahle

life she has led. Having found a topic of conversation she gradually

hecomes more at ease in Nakhodka's presence Rnd suhse~uently in the pre-

sence of the other revolutionaries. Thus. Nakhodka break~ down the

initial barrier which the mother had set up bAtween hersAlf and the

revolutionaries, for, as we see by her relaxed and friAndly manner, after

her meeting with Andrey, Nilovna is no longer wary of human motives. She

is ready and eager to accept nlmost all of the revolutionaries,with the

exception of Rybin and Vesovschikov. But even toward them she is never

rude or abrupt.

Pavel's comrade, Nikolal Ivanovich attracts and fascinates

Nilovna from the beginning. His accounts of other lands and !leople

appeal to her imagination. This is significant in so far as it indicates

that Nilovna is easily captivated by that which to her is novel and

strange. We see a similar curiosity in her fascination with the ideas

that the socialists promulgate.

This reappears in her reaction and attitude to the revolutionary,

Natasha Vasil'evna. When Natasha reads accounts of the workers' up-

risines in various parts of the world, Nilovna listens attentively and

althoup;h it is all relativelY new and strange to her she is fascinated

by the readings and is favourably impressed by Natasha. Also the very
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fact that Natasha, as Pavel • coIn.lOrm.s us, has bRen cast off hy her mirldle-

class family because of her involvement in the revolution is au ficient

to arouse Nilovna's interest and admiration for the woman.

Natasha Vasil' evnR, as a fictional person.::tge, is constructea

schematically around a single aspect, her dedication to the revolution.

We see her only in the revolutionary milieu, at the socialist meetin~s.

There are no idiosyncrasies to make her a vivid and irlterestjng per50na~e.

What we do know of her past life comes from Pavel's account. Later, when

Gorky lets her speak for herself, she merely confirms wh~t WP. have

learned from pavel, reassurinv, Nilovna that she is happy and content wjth

her revolutionary work. tJIaking a favourable imprf~l3sion on Nilovna,

Natasha's enthusiasm and self-sacrifice add to the mother's growing respect

and admiriltion for the revolutionaries.

If we trace the development of Nilovna's interest in the re-

volutionary milieu, which eventually leads to her so-called revolutionary

awakening, we see that it parallels a mother's stron~ desire to please

and help her son. In order to see how Nilovna's conversion to socialism

stems from'her devotion to ~avel, we must take into account not only her

words and actions but also what the author himself says. Gorky expJicitJy

states that the assignment, taking a message about the workers' strike to

the newspaper offices which initiates Nilovna's revolutionary activity is

important to Nilovna as having beer. given to her by her son. This is

stated briefly:

«3TO 6@~o nepBoe nopyqeHHe,

,n;aHHoe eli C@HOM.



~TO OH OTKpNTO CKa3an e~, B

~eM ~eno.»12

Nilovna herself confirms this in a conversation with akhod~R,

saying that her maternal devotion is the underlying motive in her re-

vollltionary work. Admirin~ the revolutionaries for their dedication to

their work and their willingness to sacrifice themselves to an ideal ~t

the expense of personal love and happiness, the mother admits that she is

llnahle to do this -- her love is a selfish one. Thus, it is not a con-

cern for the welfare of the masse~ that hrinps her to the vorkers'

strike initiated by her son but rather a desire to be with Pavel and

give him moral encouragement.
~

It is noteworthy that during the strike Nilovn. 's attention is

once more on her son, rather than on the event as such. Gorky draws a

vivid picture of the determined mother as she makes her way through the

crowds to be with her son:

«MaTh BH~ena, ~TO nH~o y Hero

HeBonbHO ~BHHynacb Brrepe~,

pa3~p~eHHO:

12 .
~., p. 193.

Ky~a ne3emb?
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Ho 3TO He

~ro~e~ rr~e~aMM M ~OKTHMM, OHa

Me~~eHHO rrpOTMCKMBa~aCb K C~HY,

nOBMHYHCb ~e~aHMro BCTaTb PH~OM

C HMM.»13

Equally vivid and indicative of Nilovna's p~rsonality is Gorky's

presentation of the first police investif,8tion which results in Pavel's

arrest. The mother's abrupt attitude toward the police seems natural in

the light of what we already know of her deep devotion and concern for

her son's welfare. Nilovnaundergoes a change, her former fear dissipates

and in place of it, as her abrupt, hostile manner reveals, comes an in

tense hatred for those who oppose and arrest her son. It is to be noted

that after Pavel's arrest Nilovna's revolutionary activity increases.

She aF,rees to the revolutionaries' plan to continue distrihuting the

pamphlets, encouraged hy the hope that her work will contrihute to her

son's release from prison.

Even after the arrest, her socialist outlook remains at the

primitive level. Nilovna rejoices at havinf, been able to grasp the

essence of the socialist~ sermons: injustice and misery are a result of

the rich man's greed. Her declaration offuith and her affirmation of

13Ibid., p. 194.



solidarity with the socialist movement is devoid of psychoJov,ical

complexity as she states:

TIpaB~Y Barny R To~e nOHR~a: rroKy~a

Hapo~, HH npaB~~, HH pa~oCTH,

'HH-qero ! »14

Fortunately, Gorky's vivid descriptions of Nilovna's emotions

prevent the speeches and declarations made by the other personap,es from

overwhelming the novel. One of the more interesting descriptions

illustrating Nilovna's sensitive and determined nature is that of

Nilovna's relearning to read. Realistically captured is the semiliterate

peasant woman's embarrassment and fear of mockery and ridicule. The

picture of her, fatiGued by the effort to recall the alphahet hut at

the same time tense and anxious to master it and thus to win Nakhodka's

praise is realistic and credible in the light of what we know of the

mother's basic sensitivity and her strong desire to be admired by Pavel

and his friends. She shows herself to be determined when, after Nakhodka's

departure, having closed the door and drawn the curtain, she continues to

14r 'd....22:- 0 , p. 213 •



read alone. -As she lRter reveals in R conversation with Pavel, this

determination to learn to read stemmed from the desire to he pr;'tised

and rRspected by him.

When Pavel is finally releas~d from prison the reader experiences

wi th Nilovna her intense joy, since Gorky has previolJC31y shown us prison

life throup;h her uncomprehendinr, eyes as a terrible and inexplicahle

routine. The cold, harsh reality iG frip;hteninG.Both pril':"oners Hnd

visitors appear to be followinp; a pre-arranr,ed pattern. Gorky achieves

the desired effect by a laconic description of the mother's reactions to

prison life, enhAnced hy a terse o.ialo[';ue hetween Nilovna Dnd Pavel.

In contrast to Nilovna who reveals her feelin~s for Pav~l. is

his beloved Sasha who takes care to conceal her emotions for Pavel. -Their

love-relAtionship is different from any of those delineated in the novels

Foma Gordeev and Troe, where candid, aegressive women approach the mRn,

offering their love.

At the ber,inning of the novel Nilovna's restrained manner in-

dicates that she does not feel at ease in Gasha's presence. Sasha in

turn is at first severe and aloof toward the mother. It is only later,

when the revolutionary, Egor, informs Nilovna that Sasha.hRs left her

family for revolutionary work th::Jt her attitude hep;ins to change. When

Eror tells her that Sasha carried out the threat of p;:oing on A hunp:er-

strike after she had been insulted by a prison ~uard, the: mother is

filled with respect and admiration for the proud and determined girl.

Seeing the sacrifices that they are willing to make, Nilovna's respect for

the socialists increases.-



Sasha, as a fjctional personn~e, remains in the hnck~rounrl un .il

just h~fore the May uprisjn~, appearin~ like Natashn at the meetin~s,

and schematically drawn by Gorky as another dedi.cated revolutionary. Tn

a conversation with Pavel just hefore the planned Ilprisjn~, she e~0r~es

as a ~irl in love, when, concerned about his welfare she asks PRvel to

decline from carrying the flae at the demonstartion, fearin~ that he is

endangering his life. But somehow her words are overpowered by Pavel's

declaration of dedication to the revolution and it is noteworthy that

Sasha accepts his decision as final. Later, when Pavel is in prison,

she appears to be ashamed of revealin~ her feelin~s for him. Having

indicated in the presence of her comrades an interest in the plan of

escape from prison thus/we are to assume that her major concern was

really for Pavel's safetYJshe hastens to assure them that she has no

personal interest in the plan. We would like to have seen the relationship

between Sasha and Pavel developed on a more personal level. The im

pression that we are left with is that, as Ee;or says, 1('N8 is of seconr1nry

importance to the ideal of dedication to the revolution.

Gorky's treatment of the May uprisjng is interestinp; in so far as

it is presented as it is seen through Nilovna's eyes ann 8S it is sir;n-

ificant to her life. Gorky introduces the event by first focusjn~ on a

description of a phenomenon in nature; the thaw and birth of sprin[';.

Only later does the focus shift to the emotions of happiness experienced

hy Pavel and Nakhodka and suhse0uently by the mother. Seein~ her son

happy and enthusiastic Nilovna rejoices and is caught up in the heir;htened

excitement.
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The day which ber;ins sir'1pJ.y ·with an i crA;JSe of hOll;,p.hol chores

hecomes for Nilovna R memorable occasion of her son's success ns a lc~d0r

of the masses. It is to be noted that at the uprising lilovna'R

attention is once more centered on her son. In view of what we hDve

a1ready seen of her maternal devotion and admiration for her son's

courn!~e, the scene in which after the arrest Nilovna puhlically urr;es the

peopJ.e to follow the younr; revolutionaries is vivid and credjh10. It also

prepares us for a later similar scene: Nilovna's outhurst after the

trial and the fina1 sentence.

When, after the May uprisinr" Nilovna her,ins a new life, in

accordance with P",vel' s wishes at the home of the revolutionary .Hkolay

Ivanovich, she completely loses her timidity and also becomes more in-

volved in her work. The initial gloom that overwhelms her immediately

after Pavelis arrest, captured poir;nantly by contrastin~ the emptiness of

life without Pavel to reminiscences of former happiness, dissipates as

she hecorles more active in distrihuting pamphlets. It is noteworthy that

she volunteers for the work with the hope of pleasinf, Pavel and winning

his admiration.

Sof'ya Ivanovna, her co-worker, helps to brighten the mother's

days during Pavel's imprisonment. Nilovna's first impression of the

woman is a favourable one. Sof'ya is sketched before her appearance

in the novel. Her brother, Nikolay Ivanovich, informs us that she is a

widow who has been in exile and is at present an active member of the

socialist party. Contrary to our expectations (we expect someone like

Sasha), Sof'ya shows herself to be a friendly and light-hearted person.

l-
i



Jler humorous accounts of her escapades and adventures with spies add a

light touch to revolutionary"activity. When later Gorky presents her

on her travels round the country as an ardent lover of nature and a

romantic heart, as she sings love-sonF,s and recites romantic poetry,

Sof'ya hecomes for a moment vivid and live human heing. However, she

fades as an individual the moment that Gorky delineates her AS a

"preacher" amonF, the peasnnts, instilling into them faith in the future
/

of the revolution. The hackneyed cliches that Gorky was never ahle to

rid himself of make uninteresting readinF" add nothing to Sof'ya's

portrait and could well he attributed to any of the ot}\er optimistic

revolutionaries.

We are surprised to read that the friendship between the mother

and Sof'ya ends so abruptly: Gorky gives us no hint or warning. It

appears that Hof'ya and Nilovna trust each other and enjoy travelling

tOF,ether. Thus Gorky's statement that Nilovna become antaF,onized hy

Sof'ya's inconsistent behaviour is insufficient in view of what we have

heen shown of their close relationship and compatibility.

The revolutionary, Lyudmila, replaces Sof'ya as Nilovna's

companion and co-worker. At first Nilovna is antagonized by Lyudmila's

domineering and abrupt manner. But, upon seeing that Lyudmila, in addition

to sacrificing her personal happiness for the revolutionary worK, has

tRken it upon herself to nurse Egor durin~ his illness, Nilovna's attitude

chanp;es to one of respect. Also, Lyudmila' s praise of Pewel's integrity

and courRp;e gives Nilovna reassurance just at the time when it is needed,

during her son's imprisonment.



Once more a brief sketch is ~iven of the woman's p~st, now

however it is Lyudmila herself who informs us of her past experience8.

Like the other women she at the expense of her personal happiness has

dedicated herself to the revolution. Unfortunately, she is presented

only in the revolutionary milieu and consequently we tend to rememher

her as merely an exemplary revolutionary. The discussion of the female

personages other than Nilovna may appear repetitious but this is largely

because the personages are repetitious, constructed hy Gorky as self

sacrificin~ and enthusiastic model revolutionaries. It would have been

interesting to see the revolution;lries I attitude and reaction to Nilovna I s

so-called re-awakening. For example, we wonder how they reacted to her

speech after the trial.

The workers' trial is described as it is seen through Nilovna's

uncomprehending and terrified eyes •. Gorky exposes the injustice and

corruption of the court and yet the picture of the aggravated mother, for

whom the atmosphere in the room is stifling, the jlldge and jury appear

to be inattentive and uninterested and everything in genpral seems hope

less and gloomy until her son appears, is realistically and effectively

drawn as Gorky focuses on Nilovna's reactions to the trial. This scene

serves as a prelude to the anger and frustration that later overwhelms

Nilovna and culminates in her address to the people.

In the final scene, where Nilovna, urges the crowds to follow the

youths' example and praises the revolutionaries' dedication to their

cause we are aware that Gorky is trying to impress upon our minds the

figure of her as a dedicated revolutionary. However, the pic Lure we see

is that of a frightened woman, helpless he fore human cruelty. Vividly
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drawn against a background of spies Rnd pob.cC:!, it j 3 ;11uch more conv·i r,d fir,

t.han the sketch of Nilovnn, the revolutionnry, str0n[.thencd by her

spiritual U.es with the proletariat. Her Assurance thiJ t she hn[; finally

grasped "the truth" (this word, which also appr.ars in Gorky's polemicrtl

plays, is never defined) does not convince us that she is a rntional

convert to socialism. We have seen her as a woman whose beinG is do~in2ted

by maternal love and affection and we think of her conversion as stem~ing

from these feelinGs. Had WP. been presented with a wom;:m who rJedi tated

on the ideolOGY and tactics of the socialists,rationalized and only

subsequently came to believe in them, the picture of a "staunch revolution-

ary would have heen convincing and credihle. But Gorky himself states

that Nilovna's maternal instincts surpassed any lofty idea o~ service and

dedica tion to ma.nkind. For example, he speaks of her anxiety Ano concern

for her son's welfare as overwhelming the ci.esire to sacrifice herself" in

order to help mankind:

·«Ee ~ro60Bh -- ~ro60Bh MaTepH --

60~H, rrOTOM MaTepHHCKoe Mema~o

H Ha MeCTe Be~HKoro ~YBCTBa, B

cepOM rrerr~e TpeBOrH, p06KO 6H~aCh

YHhmaR MbIC~h:

15«ITorH6HeT ••• rrporraAeTI ••• »

15Ibid., p. 326.

ir
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Nilovna, a woman capable of fear, at times even overwhelmeri hy

:it, plar;ued by loneliness nnd cravinG human companionship, stands out from

the other females as a live human beinr;. This is not to sny that the

other women are emotionless. Sasha does show concern for Pavel's

welfare. After the trial she is gentle toward the mother and even speaks

of Pavel with tenderness. Natasha at one time recalls her mother with

nostalgia. 50f'ya's artistic nature reveals itself in her love of music

and poetry. Lyudmila admits to loneliness, when Ghe stEJtes sadly that

her only visitors are those involved in revolutionary activity. But all

these human emotions, which we would h:we liked to see developed, are

sublimated in favour of the desired imar;e of these women as staunch and

dedicated revolutionaries.

If these right-thinking and rir;ht-acting women had been presented

as more human and capable of emotion~ like those which dominate Nilovna,

they would cling to our memory not merely as revolutionaries hut also

as interesting individuals. In his eagerness to play up tlle characteristic

of the r;ood revolutionary, Gorky's characteri7.ation hecomes too schematic

-
with the result that these personages appear to us to he repetitious.

On the other hand, the failure to make Nilovna convincinv, as a

revolutionary and political agitator,since she is much too involved in

personal life and emotions to be a revolutionary whose dedication should

transcend personal feelings and sympnthjes,saves the novel from bein~

merely an affirmation of socialist ideals. Although, as Gorky writes in

a letter to his wife, Ekaterina Pavlovna, Nilovna does in her "speeches "

express the author's admiration and faith in the revolution, she seems
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to exist as an individual in her own ri~ht and is a sufficiently vivid

character to be more than si~ply a representative of the author, an

illustration of his ideas and theories. Gorky achieves~is vividness

through heightening the readers' emotions: we pity and admire NiJovna,

we experience her fears and anxieties. He succeeds in nortraying a

mother whoGe love for her son, linked with n concern for his w01fare, is

the dominant aspect of her nature. Without Nilovna's personality, H~t'

would be remembered by us merely as a series of dialo~ues on freedom,

justice, the aims of socialism.

,

f

* * *

Mat' is considered to be the prototype of the Soviet novel: the

forebear of the literary method of socialist realism
16

(since 1932

the governing school in Soviet letters has been designated by this term).

Gorky is reBarded as the founder and theoretician of socialist realism.

In his address of_August 17, 1934 to the first National Congress

of Soviet Writers, sharply denouncing writers whose works criticized

society but offered no hope for improveMent, Gorky, as an ideolo~ical

answer to the various literary grollps that were proposing their theories,

expounded the notion. of socialist realism.

16
There have been various definitions and interpretations of the

term 'socialist reali.sm. For the purposes of this discussion, we are con
finin~ ourselves to the definition as outlined by Maxim Gorky at the
First National Congress of Soviet Writers (1934).



Gorky stated thiJ.t in a socialiAt state lit"rnture could, hy rl~-

picting the nohle aimA and events of the revolution, offer hopes for

bettering Aoci~ty: Socialist realism was to develop the revol11tion~ry

self-conAciousness of the masses and reform human bein~s hy emnhRAi~ing

the triumphs of socialism. The writer was to rsive a truthf\ll and un-

varnished picture of people and the conditions of their life. Realism

was to incorporate elements of romanticism by idealizing those who

dedicated themselves to the welfare of mankind. Gorky Atated.

"Socialist realism proclaims that life

is action, creativity whose aim is the un

fettered development of man's most individ

ual abilities for his victories over the

sources of Nature, for his health and long

evity, for the great happiness of living on

earth which he in conformity with the con

stant erowth of his reqllirements wishes to

cultivate as a maeni.ficent habitation of a

mankind united in one family.,,1 7

Mat', the first example of socialist realism, focuses primarily

on the positive aspects of the revolution A.nd p:;lorifies a revolt of" the

proletariat as the only way of bettering social conditions nnd attainin~

the justice and equality that man desires. As such, it was bound to

attract the attention of Lenin who wrote to him that it was a "necessary

book".

17Maxim Gorky, "Soviet Literature" (Address delivered to the First
All-Union Con~rcss of Soviet Writers, August 17. 1934) in On J.iterature
Selected Articles. Moscow: Foreign Languages PUblishinG House t n.d.
p. 261-1-.



"~1nny workerl> took p"rl: "in th(~

rcvoJ.utionury movement unconsciouG-

ly, spontaneously, and now they are

readinr; "The Mother" with creA.t

benefi~ to ·themselves.,,18

According to Lenin, books like Mat' could advance the cause of

socialism by makin~ the revolutionary workers oonscious of the immediate

work to he done. Lenin considered Gorky's novel to he a true presentRtion

of reality. Gorky's work, however, is far from beinr; an unvarnished

picture of li fe. On the contrary the picture of life dur:i.np; the socialist

revolution is one-sided and exap;p;erated an~ a sharp contrnst to the life

depicted in the short stories and novels which we have previously dis-

cussed. In Mat' the basic problems. of wickedness and ahomination, that

Gorky usunlly exposes with force and bitterness, are suhdued in fClvour

of fine Clnd nohle humnn motives. In plClce of ~orrupt merchants, lecherous

men and deceitful women with vices like greed nnd malice, he shol'ls us

nohle men, flClwless and content to sacrifice themselves to the revolution.

Tluman relations are now characterized by mutual trust and respect. The

rip;ht-thinking and right-acting socialists, unmarred hy human weaknesses,

unlike the characters of the novels Foma Gordeev, Troe and Zhizn' 11atveya

Ko~hemYRk"inR are not concerned for their own welfare, only for the good

of mankind.

Women, who so far hRve been looked to for comfort and solace or

18
Quoted by Henry Gifford, "Socialist Realism " rEhe Novel in

Russia. London: Jhltchinson University LibrClry (1964) p. 138.



merely used hy men as objects of plensure, are now ad~ired from a di5-

tance, but never approached. Nakhodka confides in Pavel his admiration

for Natasha, but hesitates to tell her about it. The only lovc-relation-

ship portrayed (Pavel and Sasha) is idealized, as heinR hased on respect

and stren~thened by a common goal) namely revolutionary activity. Their

is not mention of the lovers' yearning for physical love: it appears that

their dedication to the revolution transcends their emotions. In contrast

to the marriaf,es of Tat'yana (Troe) or Sof'ya t~edynskA.ya (F'Or:1A. Gordc0v),

where there is no respect, only shameless deception, we are presented in

this work with an ,ideal future marriage (Pavel and Sasha) hound by

trust and a common internst in the revolution.

Maternal instincts hinted at in the portrayals of the w~dow

(;7,henschina s golubymi glazami), the old woman of Idilliya, or the

prosti tutes whom we have discussed, are further developed in this nOVF~l

and culminate in the portrait of a woman whose dominant motive i,s maternal

love.

In none of the more significant works written by Gorky durinf,

the period (1892 - 1911) to which we have referred is a female persona~e

so central to the plot as in t~at'. In the polemical plays of this

period we are presented with a wide ran~e of female characters, from

bitter hunchbacks (Lyubov' of Poslednie) to deceitful, flippant ' ....W1J.es

(Ol'f,a l3orisovna of Yakov l3ogomo10v). In the novels Leto nnd Ispoved'

the protagonist is once more a man and women are portrayed in relation

to him.
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Thus Mat' is l1nique not only in its acutely social orientation

but also in being Gorky's first and last attemp~ at D full-longth

portrayal of a female character.



'CIIi\FrEH IV

CONCLUSION

In discussing and evaluatin~ Gorky's treatment of women in the

works discussed A.bove, we will first take into account the author's

views on the nature Rnd purpose of literature, illustrate how he adhered

to them in these particular works of 1892 - 1911, and then discuss

briefly the impact of his personal life and experiences on his portrayal

of female characters.

Gorky's short story, Chitatel' (1895), indicates thRt as early

as the time when he was writinp; his early short stories the Buthor V!rts

occupied with the age-lon~ debate about the purpose of literature and

the writer's role in society. In this first-person narrative Gorky is

awakened hy one of his readers to the realization that literature should

aim not only at pleasinf, the audience, but also at teaching man to become

more aware of life and conditions about him and consequently strive to

ward betterinG them. The didactic role of literature, its morally in

structive aspect and the writer's moral obligation to fulfil it is stated

thus:

«~enb nHTepaTypH nOMaraTb qenOBeKy

nOHHMaTb Ce6H CaMOr0 9 nO~HnTb ero Bepy

B ce6H H pa3BHTb B HeM CTpeMneHHe K HCTHHe,

60POTbCH C nomnOCTbID B nroAHX, yMeTb HaRTH
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xopomee B HHX, B036y~~aTb B HX ~ymax

H~MH H MOr~H O~YXOTBOPHTb CBOro ~H3Hb

OHa, pa3yMeeTcH, HerrO~Ha, cxeMaTH~Ha•••

~onO~HHMTe ee BceM, ~TO MOEeT O~YXOTBO

19pllTb JKH3Hb ••• »

In the first part of his triloGY, Gorky expresses n strong desire

to be a writer who could inspire people thro\l[;h hi" art to Vlork to'mrrl

achievinG a better society which would be free from the evil ~nd injustice

that plaGue mnnkind, and not merely an exposer of the ~rim nnd se~~y side

of life. He expresses his enthusiasm in the followinc passARe:

«BcrrOMHHaH 8TH CBHH~OBMe Mep30CTH

~HKO~ pyCCKOM )KH3HH, H MHHyTaMH CnparnH

Baro Ce6H: ~a CTOHT ~H rOBopHTb 00 OTOM?

M, C 06HOB~eHHOM yBepeHHocTbro, OTBe~aro ce6e-

CTOHT: H60 3TO -- JKHBy~aH, rrO~~aH npaBAa,

OHa He H3~ox~a H no ce~ ~eHb. 3TO Ta npaB~a,

KOTOpyro He06xo~HMO 3HaTb ~O 'KOpHH, ~TOOM C

19Maxim Gorky, "Chitatel" in. Sobrnnie So<::hine~.v Vosemnndtsati
Tomakh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo Khudozhestvennoy Literatury,
i96o-1963. Vol. I, p. 247.
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~e~OBeKa, ~3 Bce~ ~~3HH Harnett, TR~KOM

~ n030PHott •.»20

Further evinence of Gorky's firm helief that :wt is to e ,In im-

portant ann puhlic service to mankind may be found in his personal

correspondence with Chekhov, Lev Tolstoy, II. G. Wells and Romain RolJRnd,

For example, in a letter to Chekhov (written on January 17, 1900) Gorky,

praises Chekhov's short stories and ex~ressea his views on liter~ture

thus~

"It is essential that present-day

literature should be~in to embellish.
life for as soon RS it does that life

becomes beautified, that is to say,

people will live richer and more vig

orous lives. rrhrough your short stories

you are doing work of the utmost import

ance, evoking in people, as you do, dis

gust in a drab and hUMdrum life ••• ,,21

It was only later, in the 1930's and under the pressureof the

Soviet regime that Gorky formulated his ideas on literature in such a

way as to produce a definition of what is called"socialist realism."

20 .
Maxim Gorky, "Detstvo" in Sobrante Sochineniy v Vose:nnadtsrlti

Tomakh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo Khudozhestvennoy Literatury,
1960-i963. Vol. IX, p. 152.

2\jCl.xim C;orky, "Letters Ahout Literature". Translated hy Julius
Katzer. On Literature. Selected Articles. l'1oscow: Foreir.;n J,anguAges
Publishing ]fouse, n.d., p. 360.
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In 1934 at the First Con~ress of Soviet ~riters Gorky w~s ahle to ~tnt~

clearly that literature must help to d~velop the revnlutjonnry self-

consciousness of the masses anct strive to reform human bein~~ by emphasizing

the triumphs of socialinm. The writer's duty according to Gorky was to

help build a better life:

"This practically attainable p;oal

imposes on un, writers, a strict res-

ponsibility for our work and social

beh"viour. That not only places us in

the position, trriditional for realistic

liter"ture, of "jUdr,0S of the world and

of people" and "critics of life", but also

entitles us to a direct participation in

the construction of a new life and the

process of "changinr; the Vlorld".

Possession of that rip;ht should

inculcate in each writer a consciousness

of his duty and responsibility for the

whole of literature and for the thinr;s

that should not be found in it.,,22

* *

From the early short stories to which we have referred in Chapter

I,we gain the impression that Gorky is using his femaJ.e characters to

22Ib;d. , 26c::~ p. :.>.
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i.llustrate certain ideas. Several stories (er;. Bole:,;', Or.niJ 7•h <ly

o.sen'yu and ;;l1nrur;i Orlovy) end with evaluative, morali7.in,r:. r.o:nmentary.

On the basis of these and other stories the reader feels that despite

theemphasis thnt is laid by literary critics on Gorky's intense and

deep interest in human nature, Gorky is interested not so much in the

individual person and his personality as in the: impFlct that the en

counter with the character has on him, the aspect of life it reveals to

him. He wishes to share this impression with the Tearier, hopin~ thereby

to influence him. We hesitnte on the hasis of this imnression to conc]urle,

as Lev Tolstoy did, that Gorky did not understand women, and prefer to

conclude that Gorky's women ar~ never really independent of the author,

since his presence and control of them can be felt in every story.

The works which we have discussed form three distinct phases of

Gorky's portrayal of women. The female characters in the stories of

1892-1899 appear to illustrate various aspects of a woman's life, such as

the sadness of old ar,e (Iz.erp;i1'); the humiliation suffeted by prostitut~s

(Natasha, and the widow); the possibility of happiness and contentment in

old ap;e (the old pawnbroker); the innocence and naivety of youth (Varen'ka);

the loneliness experienced by streetwalkers (Tereza)j the .altreatment of

women (Matryona); a woman's desire to maintain her independence in all

love affairs (Mal'va) and, finally, man's tendency to idealize women

(Tan'ya), which brings only unhappiness and disillusionment.

It is noteworthy that durin~ the period to which we have referred

Gorky was writing many articles, published in the Samara Gazette, in

which he protested strongly against the maltreatment of women in Russia

and also urr;erl society to take a stand and correct the nep;at:i.ve and
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ahusive attitude toward women which was prevalent at the time. Gorky

blnmerl society for cren ting conditions of dire poverty which vlere responsi hJ e

for turninG women to prostitutj.on. ExpreRsin~ in an early poem deep

sympnthy for an unfortunate streetwalker calleri Tere~a (she seems to ~e a

Model for the heroine of Boles), he denounces the lise of women merel' as

objects of pleasure and calls for greater re~~ect and courtesy toward them.

As we have previously shown, a recurrin~·situation in Gorky's stories is

orne in which the man's initial attitude of scorn ann contempt toward a

prostitute ~radually chan~es to one of admiration and respect. ~e wonder

if perhaps this· parallels a similar development and change in Gorky's

attitude toward prostitutes.

The brief glimpses of women in the early stories (as for example:

the old pawnhroker praying before the icons, the widow with two children

standing at the quayside, or the passionate Mal'va sadly retracing her

Jover's footsteps) cling to our memory, and upon closer examinatio~ we

see that the portraits of these women are greatly enriched by the Duthor's

colourful descriptions of nature. Delineatinp, Varen'ka's ~i1Y, fearless

manner during a storm, Mal'va's passjonate nature ap:ainst the hFlckp:round

of a wild and restless sen or Tzerr,il's lust for life ~g~inst a rom~ntic

back~round, Gorky succeeds in painting series of colourful pictures.

In the early stories he skillfully comhines a romnntic flavour of lyrical

overtones, pictures~ue descriptioni and a wide range of emotions with critical

realism/which censures contemporary society without indicatin~ Any positive

alternative whereas the socialist realism of Hat' on the other hand, by

paintinr, an optimistic picture of life under the socialist reF,ime. seeks
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to arouse hope in the people, encournr:e them to overl.or'p. the Misery

and injustice surroundin~ them and attain a way of life in which

Good and equity prevail •

• • •

The portrayal of women in the novels FOflla GorrlE:0'C, Troe and

Zhizn' ~atveya Kozhemyakina is necessarily dependent on Gorky's aim in

writin{T, the works, thRt is with the author's ctesire to expoce throup;h

the }1ortr<1yals of Gordeev, Lunev and Kozhemyakin the chi"lotic c:md sense-

less existence of the decaying Russian merchi"lnt class. Some of the women

portrayed soothe the frustrated and lonely merchants, others are admired

hut prove unattainahle. Neither hrinp; the men the desired happiness and

contentment. Each female personage of these novels, as we have previously

shown, illuminates the personality of the protagonist~

It is in these three novels that we see· the greatest imp"ct" of

Gorky's personal experiences, his attitude and relation to women, on

his work. The heroes of the novels are motherless and throu~hout their

lives yearn for maternal love and affection. There is a clear and

definite parallel here between these motherless men and the allthor himself

who, as he himself says in his Autohior:raphy~ looked to women for maternal

love, solace and self-confidence. Gorky's mother had died when the hoy

was nine years old nnd the motherly affection he lacked was resyonsihle

for his fervent desire to win women's love and devotion. In his

AutobiOGraphy. Gorky mentions that upon his acquaintance with a nci~hbour,

a fine lady whom he named Queen Mar~ot, he began to worship women.



Encouraged by the tender and ~entle lady to ren~ nnd educate himself,

Gorky soon becaMe very dependent on women for comfort and sol/lce. He

idealized women, stating fervently that man's wisest achievement is his

ability to love a woman and worship her beauty since everything that is

beauti~ll on earth is born out of love for a woman.

He yearned to find a woman who would be hoth mistress 8nd mother

to him, who like Leonid Andreev's wife would be tolerant and understandin~,

love her husband deeply, and encourage his literary endeavours. In

his reminiscences of her husband Gorky writes that:

« OHa npeKpaCHO nOHR~a Heo6xOAHMOCTh

MaTepHHCKoro, 6epe~HOrO OTHomeHHR K AHApeeBy,

cpa3Y H r~y6oKo nO~YBCTBOBa~a 3HaqeHHe ero Ta-

~aHTa H MY~HTe~hHhle Ko~e6aHHJI ero HaCTpoeHH~.

6~Th cTpaCTH~MH ~ro6oBHH~aMH, He TepRIDT cno-

60Bh BOOPY~H~a ee TOHKHM ~YTheM, H OHa npeKpac-

HO pa36Hpa~ach B nO~~HHHMX ~a~o6ax ero AymH H

~BOHKHX C~OBax KanpH3Horo HacTpoeHHR MHHYT~.»

23Naxim Gorky, "Andreev" in Sobranie Sochineniy v Vosemnantsati
~omnkh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe IZdatel'stvo Khudozhestvennoy Literatury,
1960-1963, Vol. XVIII, p. 131.
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As a result of such high expectationR and extreme ideDlization of

women in genernl, Gorky's first love-affair brought him only unhappiness.

His mistress, Ol'ga Kaminskaya, at first seemed to he the ideal under-

standing and undemandinp; companion. Gorky, like his heroes ~ thonght r.e

had found a stronr,hold in life. However, when Ol'ga proved to h8 fickle

and uninterested in his literary endeavours, Gorky, like the heroes of

his novels when their hopes and expectations were unreaJized, became Rad

and disillusioned. With the substitution of the words "help me to find

stabili ty in life" for "rouse. my creative power ll the following passar,e

could well be attributed to either Foma Gordeev, Il'ya Lunev or Matvey

Kozhemyakin:

"I had taken this woman into my heart,

in the place of a mother -- I had looked to

her to nourish me with rich honey, which

would rouse my creative power. I expected

her to soften the brutality which had been

instilled into my life.,,24

Just as F'oma in the presence of 50f'ya Hedynskaya, Lllnev in

the company of Me~vedeva; or Kozhemyakin in Mansurova's presence all

feel awkward and ill at ease, so Gorky feels uncomfortable with people

in f,eneral and most of all with women. This awareness of his clumsy

behaviour, mingled with fear of women, is- briefly but vividly captured in

the following frank admission written by Gorky as a result of his re-

24Quoted by Nina Gourfinkel. Gorky. Translated by Anna Feshbach.
New York: Grove Press Inc., (1960) p. 145.



flections on his own manner and behaviour at Q gatherin~ of the i -

tellil3entsia:

"I don't know how to move with the

adroitness of the others, my lonrr gnarled

body is astonishingly clumsy, my arms Rre

my enemies, they are n.l\'lays catchinr, on

someone or somethine. I. am especinlly

afraid of womAn and this fear adds to my
25awkwardness." -

It appears thAt the unhappiness Rnd dissatjsf~ction that n~rffie8te

the love-relationships in Gorky's works Are a result of the m~n's id0alization

of the woman And his extreme dependence o~ her for self-awareness and self-

confidence ('16th the exception of ~·1at'). Hatryona Orlova leaves. er

husband and disappoints him just at the time when he needs her moral

~lpport; Mal'va is needed hy both Yakov and Vasiliy, yet she chooses to

i~nore them and follows instead a carefree vagabond; Polkanov s11ffers

the f~te of unrequited love, as do the three h~roes, Cordeev, Lunev and

Kozhemyakino It is dangerous to draw conclusions about literary works

from the biography of the author but the parallels drawn above indicate

that at least certain features in the works discussed reflect Gorky's

personal experiences.

Mat', on this hypothesis, seems to be Gorky's effort at compensating

for the lack of maternal love and stability in human relationships that

prevails in the stories and other novels. In his portrait of the heroine,

25Ibid., p. 146.
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P0.1ct[';eya NiJ.ovnu, Gorky del ineatf:'s an almost unhcli(;vnhl.e mrl.tenlaJ 10'10

and anxiety and he succe~ds in his attempt to hrin~ ncross th0.~f:' fecJ.inrrs

and crectte ct picture of a woman whose moternaJ. instinctR dominnte her

personality.

The proeressive-minded and self-sRcrificinr; younr; wom~n ~entioned

j n the short story Ha-Rlen' \<a~ appeRrs to he the prototype of the female

revolutionAries in !·1at'. I\s we hAve previously menti.oned, NatashA

Sof'ya, Sasha and Lyudmila hAve r.J11 1 eft their f;:lmilies, c10(hcnted th~"'1-

selves to the revolution and firmly helieve in the victory of the pro-

J.etariat. As fictional characters they are monotonous and renetitioHs

and mer~e in our memory, just as initially they did in NiJ.ovna's mind,

into one staunch revolutionary who braves stor~s to deliver messA~es and

whose duty is to convince people that socialism will eventually triumph.

Gorky, whose youth coincided with the preliminaries to the

Bolsllevik revolution, knew many fe~ale revolutionaries and denortees

personally. In his attempt to play up these right-thinkin~ and ri~ht-

acting wqmen, Gorky suhdues human qualities. in favour of social virtues

with the result that his treatment of women here is flat and very

schematic, employing only one colour, white, in delineatin~ the socialists

and thus emergine as one-sided and exaf,~erated, as is the whole ~icture

I
of life in !;lat . The hUr.1ane and vivid portrRit of Pelaf-eya Nilovna, however,

overcomes the tendentiousness of the novel and adds lifn to R work ~hich
~

would otherwise he a monotonous picture of flawless and righteous re-

volutionaries. Desrite Gorky's attempt to impress upon our minds

Nilovna as a staunch revolutionary we are left rather with a picture
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of a woman whose dominant motive in life is a tender devotion to her

son •.

* * *

In sharp contrast to our initial impression and evaluation of

Gorky's treatment of female personages and even of his ch~racters in

general, which we had formulated merely on first readinr, and under the

influence of literary criticism that repeatedly stresses Maxim Gorky's

intense interest in human nature, we have now, on the basis of the works

whic:h we have discusRed, arrived at the conclusion that Gorky throur,h his

character-portrayal aimed primarily at recording and thus sharinG with

the reader the reality of which he was a part, the socjal conditions in

RURsia of that time, and thereby indicating the neea Par a chanp;e. 'rhus

it is the event or situation itself which is of prime importance.

In his last novel, Zhizn' Klima Sarnrcina, Gorky i'nrlicates that he

is dissatisfied with his own portrayal of women when one of the fictionaJ

personages commenting on Gorky's talent as a writer specifically under

lines the fact that, despite his desire and effort to succeed, Gorky

failed to portray women successfully.

«--A rOpbKMl1?

--3TOT, MHorAa, MHorAa, HMqerO,

MHTepeCH~l1, HO To~e o~eHb KPMqHT. To~e

AO~~HO O~Tb 3~Oll.M ~eHmMH He yMeeT nMcaTb.
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BHAHO, ~TO ~ro6HT, HO He yMeeT ••• »

This is neither specified nor explained and therefore we can

only surmise that Gorky's nwareneS8 of a defect in his nresentation of

women stemmed from the realization that he was not ~iving a full portrait

of a womnn nor was he able, in order to represent a wom,m' s innermost thOll[';hts

and feelings, to penetrate into a woman's soul, and to creal~an interestinK,

vivid and independent fem~le pel'sonar;e. As we have stated nreviolls1.v,

the closest that Gorky came to presentin[l; a full and vivid portrait of

a woman is oddly enouF,h in his socially od entated work !'1at' 'J/hich we

expected to he merely an affirmation of socialist ideals.

Generally speakin~, the jOlrna1.istic flair in Gorky do .inatp.s

his characters and, although he was interested in portraying [em~le

personages, he COllld not create characters that were independent of his

presence or concentrate on a woman's thoughts and feelinF,s in any det~il

as, for exaP1ple, could Lev Tolstoy (AnnR Knrenin::l). Thomas Hardy (Het:~

of the Native), Daniel Defoe (i'101l Flnnders), Francois Maurine (Theresn)
j'

or John Steinheck (Cannery Row), writers who are so skilful and subtle

in delineating a woman '·s personality that we tend to forget that the

author is a man who is, of necessity, able to ohserve women only from

the outside.

It would appear that Gorky subdivides the human species into two

2(\1axim Gorky "Zhizn' Klima Samr.;inn" in Sobranie Sor.hine"2Y2
Vosempacttsati Tomakh. Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe Izn~te1'stvo Khudozhes vennoy
Literatury, 1960-1963, Vol. xv, p. 143.



cateGories, rr10.n Rnd women, but whereas his male char.::lctcr's (for czo.mnle

Gordeev, Kozhcmyakin,'Podshyblo) are whole indivirlualR, his fe.:I.le

persona~p.s ATe always and only women and form a separatc class, Uthe

other" class as seen from a man's point of vie'll. In short, Gorky's :'lale

perSOnl'le;eFi (Lunev, Makar Chuctra, Chelkash) Are presented in P10re Pisoects,

more facets of their personality are revealed and consequently they are

more fully inter,rated into the novelistic medium than are his ferlale

characters.

• • •
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